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Welcome to VMS 
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Marisa Riviere 
MARISA@UMNACX 

This special issue oftheACSS Newsletter emphasizes our 
V AXNMS machine, which we usually refer to as VX. In 

this issue we bring together, in one convenient place, informa
tion about the capabilities of the VMS operating system and 
about some of the features that are unique to ACSS 's VAX. 

We also discuss a number of essential topics, such as opening 
an account on VX and selecting the most suitable software for 
your application. 

The VMS Operating System 

VMS, the operating system on VX, is a user-friendly system 
with an English-like command language and extensive on-line 
help facilities. VMS is a multiuser, multifunction operating 
system that provides reliable and efficient interactive and 
batch computing. 

VX appeals to many kinds of users, including researchers, 
instructors, and administrators, precisely because of its wealth 
of software. 

continued on page 76 
The VMS Systems Group, from left to right: Stuart Stanley, Alan 
Kaufman, David Nieters, Marisa Riviere, and Lillian Bianchi. 
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HELP PAGE 

HELP-LINES 

Central Systems (CA,NV,UX,VX): 

626-5592 8 am to 5 pm weekdays 

Artificial Intelligence: 

625-8332 3 to 4 pm weekdays 

Data Base: 

626-1887 10 to 11 am weekdays 

Graphics: 

626-5592 8 am to 5 pm weekdays 

Liberal Arts, Text Analysis: 

625-8332 3 to 4 pm weekdays 

LUMINA (communications questions) 

626-2272 8 am to 5 pm weekdays 
7 pm to 10 pm Thursdays 

Microcomputer and Workstations: 

626-4276 

Statistics: 

626-1887 

Text Processing: 

625-1391 

9 am to 4 pm, weekdays 
(Closed 12:00 to 1:30pm, 
Monday, Tuesday, and Friday.) 

1 to 3 pm weekdays 

10 am to noon, Tuesday, 
Wednesday, Friday 

CONSULTING 

Walk-In 

East Bank: 

128C Lind Hall; 11 am to 4 pm Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday; 10 am to 4 pm Tuesday and Thursday 

West Bank: 

140 Blegen Hall; 10 am to 12 pm, Tuesday; 
1 to 2 pm, Wednesday 

Microcomputer and Workstations: 

125 Shepherd Lab; 9 am to 4 pm, weekdays 
(Closed from 12:00 to 1:30, Monday, Tuesday, 
and Friday.) 

Electronic Mail Consulting 

Consulting is now available via the mail facility on all ACSS 
systems (theCA, NV, UX, and VX). Send mail to user name 
CONSULT for questions after hours and for low-priority questions 
that are not critical to your immediate computing work. Replies 
will be sent to your account through the mail facility on your 
system. 

Instructional Computing Consultant 

Department instructors may call626-0200 for assistance in choos
ing ACSS systems (CYBER/NOS, CYBERNE. ENCORE/UNIX, 
V AXNMS), software, and for answers to any other inquiries on 
using computers for instructional computing. 

COMPUTING INFORMATION CENTER 
128A Lind Hall, 625-7397, MAo@UMNACCA, MAO@UMNACUX, MAD@UMNACVX 

8 am to 4:30 pm, Monday through Friday 

Computing account and grant applications available for CYBER, 
ENCORE, and VAX computers. 

Short course enrollment. Short course schedules and class descrip
tions available. 

Assistance in ordering vendor documentation. Vendor 
documentation is not always available in the University bookstores 
and may be ordered directly from the company. 

May, 1989 

Complete documentation collection. Reference copies of vendor 
and all other documentation for ACSS software. 

Free ACSS documentation. General information, and central 
system and microcomputer information available. 

74 

Computing Newsletters. Subscribe to theACSS Newsletter and the 
ACSS Microcomputer Newsletter. Newsletters from other 
computing centers are also available for reference. 
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TheACSS Newsletter is published monthly 
by Academic Computing Services and 
Systems of the University of Minnesota, 
Twin Cities. Deadline for articles is the 5th 
of the month preceding publication; 
deadline for short announcements is the 
lOth. The ACSS Newsletter is produced 
with an Apple Macintosh Plus running 
Microsoft Word, FullPaint, CricketDraw, 
Adobe Illustrator, and Aldus PageMaker 
software, with camera-ready copy produced 
on an Apple Laser Writer Plus. 

Direct comments, suggestions, articles, and 
announcements to the editors at the address 
below, or call (612) 626-1828, or 626-1093. 
BITNET: SKB@UMNACVX, PMo@UMNACVX. 

For a free subscription call (612) 625-7397, 
or send your name and address to the Com
puting Information Center, 128A Lind Hall. 
BITNET: MAD@UMNACCA, MAD@UMNACUX, 

or MAo@UMNACVX. On-campus address 
changes must include your department name 
and address. 

The University of Minnesota is committed 
to the policy that all persons shall have equal 
access to its programs, facilities, and em
ployment without regard to race, religion, 
color, sex, national origin, handicap, age, 
veteran status, or sexual orientation. 

Copyright© 1989 University of Minnesota. 
Permission to copy is hereby granted, pro
vided proper acknowledgement is given. 
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INTRODUCING VX 

Software 

At ACSS, we offer a broad selection of software products on 
VX in the areas of: 

• statistics programming languages 

• graphics • text editing and processing 

• data base • math and engineering 

• text analysis • artificial intelligence 

In this issue there are articles describing the available software 
packages in these areas on VX, with references to the appropri
ate documentation and the names and electronic mail ad
dresses of the ACSS staff who can answer questions about the 
software. 

ACSS is also the University's central distribution site for DEC 
software and consulting services for VMS machines on cam
pus. 

Networks 

VX is well connected. From VX you can communicate with 
the rest of the world through DECnet and TCP/IP network 
protocols. The DECnet SET HOST command and the TCP/ 
IP TELNET command allow VX users to log in to other 
computer systems using the same protocol across campus or 
across the country. 

Users can also transfer flies to and from these other systems. 

VX is also a BITNET node and the central mail machine for 
ACSS. In this issue there is a description of the Mail utility and 
the BITNET and Internet mail connection capabilities. 

Hardware 

VX, a VAX 8650, manufactured by Digital Equipment Corpo
ration (DEC), is DEC's fastest single-processor machine. It 
has a hardware floating point accelerator that makes it an 
excellent choice for large number-crunching applications. 

VX is a memory-rich machine with 88 megabytes (88 million 
eight-bit bytes) of physical memory. The VAX memory 
management hardware virtually extends the physical memory, 
handling all the details of storing programs and bringing them 
into main memory as needed. This efficient management of 
memory enables users with large amounts of data to proceed as 
though a large amount of memory were exclusively available 
to them. 

Currently VX has 4.8 gigabytes (48 billion eight-bit bytes) of 
disk storage space. Its disk subsystem is supported by an 
HSC50 controller which relieves the CPU from handling a 
large part of the 1/0 tasks. 

Coming Improvements 

This summer we will cluster a DEC 6320 processor with the 
VAX 8650 to double our processor power. 

Originally from Buenos Aires, Argentina, Marisa Riviere 
joined ACSS in 1966. Since 1985, Marisa has headed the 
VMS System Programming Group, which attends to the 
"behind the bits" work required to keep the system function
ing. Marisa has spoken at local and national symposiums on 
issues related to system maintenance, security, and integrity. 
When she is not spending her time "behind the bits," Marisa 
enjoys traveling to exotic places and visiting archaeological 
sites and primitive cultures. 

May, 1989 76 University of Minnesota 



INTRODUCING VX 

I Getting a VX Account 

l 
Steven Brehe 
SKB@UMNACVX 

T o use the VX system, you need a user name. This user 
name, along with a password, is your authorization to use 

the computer systems. Most users select a user name that 
uniquely identifies them for electronic mail. 

Users who want research accounts should apply for their own 
user names on the VAX VX. They can get application forms 
from: 

Academic Computing Services and Systems 
Accounting 
100LaudCF 
2520 Broadway Drive 
Lauderdale, MN 55113 
(612) 625-1511 

Instructors will provide students with the user names and 
passwords they need for class work. Instructors who want to 
obtain accounts for their classes can do so through their 
department's computing liaison. At the request of depart
ments, ACSS will provide accounts for students for the entire 
time they attend the University. If faculty have questions about 
instructional computing services, they should contact our 
Instructional Computing Consultant at 626-0200. 

Charges and Billing 

Charges for computing resources you have used through your 
account are displayed at your terminal every time you log on. 
This charge message is updated every 24 hours-the charges 
including yesterday's computing are displayed in today' s 
charge message. 

Students who are assigned user names for classwork are 
provided necessary computer resources without a direct 
charge to them. 

For researchers and non-University users, we have a standard 
rate schedule for our computer service. Faculty researchers 
and graduate students who need VX for their thesis work may 
also request grants from the University when they are unable 
to obtain funding elsewhere. (Contact Accounting at the 
address above.) Non-University users must pay all computing 
costs. If you are applying for your own user name, ask for a rate 
sheet when you get an application form. A rate sheet is also 
mailed to each new account holder. 

With ACSS since 1983, Steven Brehe supervises Technical 
Publications and edits the ACSS Newsletter. A Ph.D. candi
date writing his dissertation on thirteenth-century English 
verse, Steven lives in southeast Minneapolis with his wife and 
with his twelve-year-old daughter, who just barely tolerates 
him. 

ACSS 77 May, 1989 
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INTRODUCING VX 

Learning about VX: Training and Documentation 

Steven Brehe 
SKB@UMNACVX 

I f you're interested in using ACSS's VMS system for your 
computing, take advantage of the training and documenta

tion services we offer. These services help both new and ex
perienced users learn the system and its software. 

Test Driving: Take a Free Short Course 

If you want to learn VMS, or if you're trying to decide if you 
want an account on VX, the best way to begin is by taking a free 
ACSS short course. Students in the following courses get free 
accounts on VX for two to three weeks; it's a good opportunity 
to try out the system at no cost. 

Introductory courses: If you're new to central 
computing, take "An Introduction to Computing." 
(This class meets four times for a total of 8 hours.) In 
this course you'll get accounts on two central sys
tems, including VX, and learn fundamentals such as 
logging on and off VX, reading on-line documenta
tion, and using basic text editing commands. 

When you've completed "Introduction to Comput
ing," or if you're experienced in using other central 
computing systems, you're ready to take another free 
course, the "Introduction to the V AXNMS Operat
ing System" (4 meetings, 8 hours total). Again, you'll 
have a free account to use while you practice essential 
commands and utilities. 

Electives: Mter "Introduction to VMS," you're 
ready to take "Electronic Mail" (2 meetings,4 hours), 
which emphasizes the excellent mail facilities on VX. 
Other free elective courses teach you how to use 
popular statistics packages on VX, like SPSS and 
SAS. 

You can enroll for any of these courses at our Computing 
Information Center (CIC), 128A Lind Hall by mail or by 
calling 625-7397. 

May, 1989 

Briefs 

Also in our CIC are a number of free documents on all ACSS 
systems. New VX users should read the VAX/VMS Access 
Brief and the Terminal Access Brief, which will help you com
municate with VX from your micro or terminal. 

CYBER CAusers who want to move to VX should see our new 
Brief on VMS equivalents to CYBER NOS commands. 

Training Software 

After you have an account, you can use the excellent on-line 
training software on VX. Working from a VTl 00 terminal, or 
a terminal or micro that emulates a VT100, you can simply 
type: 

$ RUN VMS2CAI 

to begin the software package that teaches you the basics of the 
VMS system, including file commands and simple mail and 
editing procedures. To learn more about the full-screen editor 
on VX, type: 

$ RUN EDT2CAI 

to begin a package thatteaches you more aboutthe EDT editor. 
You'll have an opportunity to try out these training packages 
when you take the "Introduction to Computing" course. 

On-line Help Libraries 

When you need more information on individual VMS com
mands and ACSS services, you can use the on-line help 
libraries on VX. To learn more about VMS commands and 
command parameters, type HELP. To learn more about ACSS 
services, type MOREHELP. Additional help libraries are 
available on other topics such as communications and applica
tion packages. 
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Several interactive utilities in VMS, including the MAIL pack
age and the EDT editor, have internal help libraries that help 
you learn commands in those packages. 

Also on VX are a number of text files called WRI'IEUPs that 
provide detailed information about VX utilities and software. 
You can read these WRI'IEUPs at your terminal, print them, 
copy them to your account, or open them with a text editor. 
There are currently about 70 WRI'IEUPs on VX, describing 
software packages in statistics, graphics, math and engineer
ing, text analysis, artificial intelligence, and text processing, 
along with others describing electronic mail and magnetic tape 
utilities. 

To read a WRI1EUP at your terminal, use the command: 

$ TYPE/PAGE ACSS$WRITEUP:writeupname 

or, at a VT100 terminal, 

$ EDIT/READ ACSS$WRITEUP:writeupname 

To print a WRITEUP, use the PRINT command. One simple 
form of this command is: 

$ PRIN'l'/NIME=;EA*435 ACSS$WRITEUP: writeupname 

In this example the printed writeup will be delivered to 128 
Lind Hall (site EA), bin number 435. 

To see a list of all current WRITEUPs, type 

$ DIR ACSS$WRITEUP: 

You 'lllearn more about using help libraries and WRI'IEUPs 
when you take the "Introduction to Computing" or the "Intro
duction to VAX VMS" short course. 

1 ACSS 
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Printed Manuals 

AtourCICin 128ALind, wehavereferencecopiesofthemost 
useful printed manuals on the VMS system, along with manu
als on all the software packages installed on VX. You can 
study the manual in 128A Lind or, where copyrights permit, 
staff can photocopy portions of manuals for you at cost. 

If you prefer to purchase your own copies of printed manuals, 
staff at the CIC can help you prepare your order and sometimes 
obtain discounts through University agreements. 

ConsuHing 

Perhaps you have further questions about VX. You may want 
information about a particular package or command, or you 
may need help deciding if VX is the right system for your 
project. To get answers to your questions, call our HELP-Line 
at 626-5592 between 8 am and 5 pm daily. You can also call 
our specialized HELP-Lines (listed on the Help Page in the 
inside front cover of this issue) if you have questions about 
specific kinds of software. 

If you have an account on VX, you can also send questions by 
electronic mail to the user name CONSULT. 

Coming Soon: The VMS lntro 

Fall quarter we will make available an introductory manual, 
An Introduction to VAX VMS Computing, comparable in 
content and organization to our Introductions for UNIX and 
NOS. Watch for further information about this manual in this 
Newsletter. 

May, 1989 



VXSOFTWARE 

Statistics Packages 

Bruce Center 
BAC@UMNACVX 

Because the VMS operating system uses memory effi
ciently and the VAX 8650 is as fast a CPU as DEC makes, 

VX is an excellent machine for running large statistics pro
grams. The staff on the Statistics HELP-Line are familiar with 
these packages and will be glad to help you use them. Call626-
1887 from 1 to 3 pm. Monday through Friday. 

All of the manuals mentioned below are available for reference 
in our Computing Information Center in 128A Lind. If there 
are other packages available that you don't see here, but would 
like us to obtain, call me at 625-2538. 

General Purpose Packages 

SPSS• is an integrated system of statistical procedures for data 
analysis. It contains almost everything from descriptive statis
tics to multivariate analysis of variance. It has excellent data 
management and data modification capabilities. The SPSS• 
User's Guide is quite readable. Also useful are the 
Introductory and Advanced Statistics Guides, and a primer 
called SPSS' Basics. 

SAS has long been the mainstay of IBM statistical computing. 
It can handle anything from descriptive statistics and analysis 
of categorical data to nonlinear regression and MANOV A. It 
also includes a very powerful data manipulation system. 
Documentation includes the SAS User's Guide Basics Version 
5, the SAS User's Guide Statistics Version 5, and the SAS 
Companion for the VMS Operating System. Also useful are the 
SAS Applications Guide and the SAS Introductory Guide. At 
ACSS, SAS is only available on VX. 

MINIT AB is an interactive general-purpose statistical sys
tem, designed for instructional use and especially for those 
who have had little previous experience with computers. 
While designed for small data sets, Minitab on VX can run 
quite large problems as well. An excellent instructional guide, 
both for statistics and Minitab use, is available in theM/NIT AB 
Handbook, 2nd Edition. TheMinitab5.1 Reference Manual is 

definitive. 
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Tables and Graphs 

SPSS•/T ABLES produces customized tables suitable for 
publication or presentation, during an SPSS" job. It is docu
mented in the SPSS' Tables Manual, and in the SPSS' User's 
Guide in an abbreviated form. 

SAS/Graph is designed to produce presentation graphics on 
our four-color Versatec plotter or on the black-and-white 
Xerox 8700 laser printer. Since it is totally integrated with 
SAS, it can use all of SAS 's powerful file management and data 
manipulation procedures. SAS/Graph is available only on VX. 
See the SAS!Graph User's Guide. 

Time Series Analysis 

SPSS•/Trends is a set of additional econometric procedures 
completely integrated into SPSS". Trends can perform 
ARIMA, exponential smoothing, curve fitting, seasonal ad
justments using the Census Bureau X-11 procedures, spectral 
analysis, and enhanced regression facilities including 
weighted least squares, two stage least squares, and regression 
with first order autocorrelated errors. SPSS"!frends is docu
mented in SPSS"/Trends, a surprisingly comprehensible man
ual. (Time series and English are usually incompatible 
tongues.) SPSS"!frends is available only on VX. 

SAS/ETS is a set of additional time series procedures com
pletely integrated into SAS. (It is SAS 's functional equivalent 
of SPSS"{frends). ETS can perform ARIMA, (including 
Akailke's State Space representation), non-linear regression 
(including two- and three-stage and "seemingly unrelated 
nonlinear regression"), spectral analysis, Census Bureau X-11 
procedures, financial forecasting and mortgages, enhanced 
regression including autoregression and distributed lag proce
dures, 2 and 3 stage least squares, "seemingly unrelated regres
sion" and limited information maximum likelihood. SAS/ETS 
is documented by the SAS!ETS User's Guide. SAS/ETS is 
available only on VX. 
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VXSOFTWARE 

RATS (Regression and Time Series) is an econometric fore
casting package. It analyzes and forecasts time series by 
ordinary least squares, weighted least squares, least squares 
with omitted observations, and two- and three-stage least 
squares. It can perform "seemingly unrelated regressions," 
univariate ARIMA estimation, and single-equation nonlinear 
least squares. It also includes instructions for analyzing 
multivariate time series using vector autoregressions, spectral 
analysis, and Fast Fourier Transforms. RATS handles only 
linear models. It is documented in the RATS User's Manual 
Version 2. 

Factor Analysis 

EQS performs the analysis of linear structural equations using 
maximum likelihood, ordinary least squares, or generalized 
least squares. It is useful for confirmatory factor analysis, and 
path analysis. It uses a fairly simple and straightforward 
control language, and provides extensive syntax-error check
ing, designed for the statistically sophisticated user. (If you did 
not understand the frrst sentence of this paragraph, you do not 
want to use EQS.) EQS is documented in the Theory and 
Implementation ofEQS, a Structural Equation Program. EQS 
is available only on VX. 

ACSS 81 

Noted oenophile Bruce Center is a Statistical Software Super
visor with the Software Applications and Tools Group. Bruce 
has a Ph.D. in educational psychology, granted for his "inves
tigation of the behavior of selected variance ratio statistics 
under randomization for the analysis of covariance,· which is 
as interesting and socially enlightening as one would expect. 
He's been with ACSS since 1983. 
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VXSOFTWARE 

Text Processing on VX 

Sharon Krmpotich 
SAK@UMNACVX 

Jim Miner 
JFM@UMNACVX 

T wo powerful text processing programs, TeX and LaTeX, 
are available on the VAX. TeX is the technical typeset

ting program developed by Donald Knuth, emphasizing typo
graphic control and mathematical formatting. TeX documen
tation is available in Donald Knuth's TeXbook (Addison
Wesley, 1986); a reference copy is available in the Computing 
Information Center (CIC), 128A Lind. The LaTeX document 
preparation system is a special version of the TeX program. It 
adds a collection of commands to TeX that simplify typesetting 
by letting the user concentrate on the structure of the text rather 
than on formatting commands. For LaTeX documentation see 
Leslie Lamport's LaTeX User's Guide and Reference Manual 
(Addison-Wesley, 1986), in the CIC. 

TeX and LaTeX have an extensive data base of document 
specifications and formatting controls. They provide such 
features as hyphenation, footnoting, indexing, table layout, 
complex math expressions, bibliographies, and tables of con
tents. TeX and LaTeX have been used on campus to produce 
theses and dissertations, manuals, reports, and journal articles. 

There are two output devices for TeX and LaTeX on the VAX; 
the Xerox 8700 laser printer and the Apple LaserWriter. The 
Xerox 8700 is a very fast 300-dot-per-inch device, and it is 
capable of printing a large number of discrete fonts within font 
families. The Apple LaserWriter is a 300 dot per inch device 
that is much slower than the Xerox, but is available at numer
ous on-campus locations so you don't have to wait for output 
delivery from the Lauderdale Computer Facility. For more in
formation about these printers, see the article elsewhere in this 
issue on VX output. 

You can obtain information on how to use TeX and LaTeX by 
typing HELP TEX on VX. Also see the article in this issue 
on text editors for information on the programs you can use to 
create the texts you process. 

Two other less sophisticated text processing packages are also 
available. RUNOFF is a DEC product, available only on VX 
and PROSE is supported by ACSS on all its central systems. 
RUNOFF is described in VAX DIGITAL Standard Runoff 
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(DSR) Reference Manual. PROSE is documented in files that 
you can read at your terminal by typing the commands: 

$ EDIT/READ ACSS$WRITEUP:PROSE 

and 

$ EDIT/READ ACSS$WRITEUP:PROSE_Manual 

Printed copies of the PROSE Instruction Manual are also 
available in the Minnesota Book Center. 

Sharon Krmpotich joined the ACSS User Services Group in 
1984. In 1987 she joined the Software Applications and Tools 
Group where she currently works as an Analyst Programmer. 
Sharon earned a minor in applied statistics while obtaining her 
master's degree in sociology from the the University of Minne
sota. Her areas of expertise include statistical software, tape 
management, and the VMS and NOS operating systems. She 
also supports text formatting software on VMS and UNIX. 

Text Editing Software 

Alan Kaufman 
ALAN@UMNACVX 

82 

T. he VX system supports a number of different text editors, 
each useful for a different set of editing purposes, and you 

also have the option of modifying some editors or creating your 
own. 

This article describes the editing facilities briefly. For more 
information, see the on-line document HELP EDIT for help 
in accessing EDT and TPU, and HELP LSEDIT for LSE. 
HELPTPU will give specific help on the useofV AXTPU and 
the EVE section file. We also have a help library for VI in 
ACSS$UTIL_:[VI.DOC]VI.HLB. Copies of the printed 
manuals cited below are available for reference in our Comput
ing Information Center (CIC), 128A Lind Hall. 

University of Minnesota 



VXSOFTWARE 

Text Editors 

EDT: EDT has long been the default editor in VMS systems. 
It has three modes: keypad, nokeypad, and line editing. Key
pad and nokeypad editing are full-screen editing modes that 
you use with the VT series of terminals (including the VT-100 
and terminals and microcomputers that emulate VT-lOOs). 
You can use line mode with any type of terminal, including 
hard-copy terminals. 

Manual: VAX EDT Reference Manual (DEC). There is also 
a good on-line training package that teaches you the basics of 
EDT. See the article "Learning about VX," elsewhere in this 
issue on training and documentation. 

VI: VI is a well-known editor used on most UNIX systems. 
This version is written in VAX 1PU by Greg Wonderly of 
Oklahoma State University. Most standard editing functions 
are available but may be implemented with a VMS flavor. For 
documentation, see any standard UNIX or VI manual. 

DECspell: The VX system has an interactive spelling verifier 
and corrector from DEC called DECspell. You can use it on 
any ftle created with an editor (for example, EDT). You can 
alsouseitwithintheEVEeditor(seebelow). DECspellchecks 
words in the file against a master dictionary and against 
personal dictionaries created by users. DECspell supplies a 
correction list for most errors, from which you can automati
cally replace the error. It also provides an editor with which 
you can edit lines containing errors. 

TPU: DEC has developed a text editing engine called the Text 
Processing Utility (1PU). 1PU is a Pascal-like language that 
enables users to develop their own editors or editing functions. 
The Extensible VAX Editor (EVE), supplied by DEC, is one 
such editor written in 1PU. VI (see above) is another editor 
written in the 1PU language. If you have some knowledge of 
programming, you can easily customize editing functions to 
suit your specific project and editing style. 

Manuals: V AXTPU Reference, User's Guide to EVE (DEC). 

EVE: The Extensible VAX Editor (EVE) is an editor (or 
"section file'') supplied by DEC. You can obtain the source 
code for EVE and other 1PU examples in the user name 
SYS$EXAMPLES. EVE is the default section file that you 
open when you type the command: 

$ EDIT filename /TPU 

ACSS 

You can use EVE in all other VMS utilities that allow editing 
(for example, MAIL and VAX Notes). 

LSE: Particularly useful to programmers working with high
level languages, the Language Sensitive Editor (LSE), the 
DEC symbolic debugger, and the entire DECset to aid in 
software development LSE helps you to: 

Develop syntactically correct programs. 
Compile the current program and view errors while in 
the editing session. 
Develop your own text editing environment. 

Manuals: VAX Language Sensitive Editor User's Guide 
(DEC). 

EMACS: There are two EMACS-type editors on VX: MG (a 
GNUEMACS compatible subset) and Unipress EMACS. The 
manuals for both are available for reference in the CIC. 

For information on the status of GNUEMACS on VX, send E
mail tO LANGUAGEs@UMNACVX. 

Systems Programmer Alan Kaufman has been with the VMS 
Group since 1986. For two years prior to that, Alan worked as 
a student System Software Programmer Trainee. He is a 
graduate of the University computer science department. 
Besides the VMS operating system, his speciality is software 
engineering. 
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Getting VX Output 

Steven Brehe 
SKB@UMNACVX 

Using the VMS command PRINT, you can print your VX 
text files and graphics output on several printers, use a 

number of printing formats and type styles, and get your output 
delivered to many locations on campus. 

Our output devices include the Xerox laser printer, a number 
of smaller printers located around campus (most of them Apple 
LaserWriters), and the Versatec plotter. 

The Xerox Printer 

Our high speed printer is a Xerox laser printer located at the 
University's Lauderdale Computing Facility. The Xerox 
prints from 50 to 70 pages per minute with a resolution of 300 
dots per inch. It can print text on punched paper and some 
special forms, and it can print on one or both sides of the page. 
The Xerox can also print in "portrait" mode (with type oriented 
along the shorter dimension of the page, as this newsletter is 
printed), or in "landscape" mode (with type oriented along the 
longer dimension of the page). The default settings are 
punched paper, double-sided, in landscape mode. 

You can also select different type sizes and styles, merge an 
electronically generated form with your data, and output can be 
generated from the TeX text processing package. For more 
information about getting Xerox output from VX, see the on
line documentation available with the command: 

$ MO:REHELP XEROX 

campus Printers 

ACSS has installed a number of printers in various computing 
labs and other locations around the Twin Cities campus. These 
printers are slower than the Xerox laser printer and have fewer 
options, but you will often fmd it convenient to print your 
smaller files at a printer that is located near your office. 

Many of the campus printers are Apple Laser Writers an~ can 
print PostScript files with internal graphics and t~xt. To drrect 
your files to one of these printers, use the appropnate/QUEUE 
parameter on the PRINT command. For example, the parame
ter /QUEUE=FOLH14A directs your output to the Laser-
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Writer in 14 Folwell Hall. For the locations of campus printers 
and the queue parameters for each one, see the on-line docu
mentation available with the command: 

$ MO:REHELP PRINTED OUTPUT 

Graphics Output 

Elsewhere in this issue Michele Lewis describes the graphics 
packages available on VX. You can send appropriately for
matted black-and-white graphics files from these packages to 
the Xerox laser printer with the /CHAR=IMAGE parameter 
of the PRINT command. You can also send black-and-white 
output to the Apple Laser Writers on campus if you set up your 
graphics jobs to produce PostScript output. 

For color plots, send your output to our Versatec plotter using 
the /QUEUE=VERSATEC parameter on the PRINT com
mand. 

The Versatec, located at Lauderdale, is a high-resolution color 
electrostatic plotter that produces 10.6 x 17-inch rectangle 
color plots at a resolution of200 dots per inch, providing seven 
line colors and up to 512 colors in filled solid areas. 

For more information about printing graphics files on our 
output devices, see the on-line documents described in: 

$ MO:REHELP GRAPHICS 

Graphics Software on VX 

Michele Lewis 
MAL@UMNACVX 

The VX system is the centerpiece of ACSS's graphics fa
cilities. On VX, we have a variety of graphics software 

packages, some for users who have no knowledge of program
ming and others for experienced programmers. 
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We support interactive devices that are compatible with the 
Tektronix 4010 terminal series and the 4014, VT-100's with 
Retrographics boards, and Raster Tech One/10 color termi
nals. Supported hard-copy output devices that produce publi
cation quality plots are the Xerox 8700 laser printer, Apple 
LaserWriters, and the Versatec color plotter (which are all 
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described elsewhere in this newsletter in the article on "Getting 
VX Output"). 

Use the command MOREHELP GRAPIDCS to read on-line 
documentation for the graphics packages on our VX system. 
You can use reserve copies of the manuals for these packages 
at the Computing Information Center (CIC) in 128A Lind Hall. 
Staff there can help you prepare vendor orders for the manuals 
if you want to purchase them. 

PICSURE: An Easy Package to Use 

PIC SURE is an interactive computer graphics software system 
from Precision Visuals, Inc. (PVI), for generating charts and 
graphs with a single sequence ofEnglish-like commands. You 
need no knowledge of programming to use this package. With 
PICSURE, you can create line graphs, bar charts, pie charts, 
and text charts. In addition, you can create multicharts by 
combining two or more basic charts into a single composite 
chart. The package has an on-line tutorial and HELP facility 
for inexperienced users. Manual: Pic Sure User's Guide 
(PVI). 

Libraries 

GRAFMAKER: A library of subroutines for generating line 
graphs, bar graphs, needle graphs, and pie charts. Some of the 
features include drawing multiple charts in a single picture, 
shading between curves on a graph, exploding pie segments, 
arbitrary axis positioning, and multiple axes. In addition, 
GRAFMAKER includes GFRAFEASY, a set of subroutine 
calls that simplify GRAFMAKER even further for quick and 
easy graphic presentation of data. Manual: Grafmaker User's 
Guide (PVI). 

Contour System: A library of subroutines that enables the 
user to generate 2D and 3D contour maps and mesh pictures 
from either gridded or randomly located data. You can create 
three-dimensional views from any point in space, from above 
or below the surface. Manual: Contouring System User's 
Guide (PVI). 

DI -3000: A graphics library based on the SIGGRAPH CORE 
standard with which you can create two- and three-dimen
sional graphics in either batch or interactive environments. DI-
3000 is device-independent and has many features including 
full 3D viewing, graphic arts-quality text, dynamic color 
lookup tables, polygon fill and patterning, retained segments, 
visibility, highlighting, segment priority control, segment 
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storage data structure save and restore, and full 3D modeling 
interface. Manual: DI-3000 User's Guide (PVI). 

DI-TEXTPRO: A selection of publication-quality character 
fonts in two and three dimensions. You can use these fonts 
from any of the other PVI software. There are ten different 
typefaces and the characters may be drawn as outlines or solid 
(filled) characters. Manual: Appendix B of the Grafmaker 
User's Guide (PVI). 

DISSPLA: An industry standard library of over 400 subrou
tines capable of two- and three-dimensional linear plots, pie 
and bar charts, 3D surface meshes, cartographies (e.g., with 
over twenty maps of the world viewable with any of twenty 
projections), color and pattern capability, contouring, elabo
rate annotations, and more. Manual: DISSPLA User's Manual 
(Computer Associates). 

The Metafile Translator 

The Translator is an interactive program that interprets 
metafiles created from any of the PVI graphics software into 
images on any of our supported output devices, including 
terminals, plotters, and printers. In addition, you can combine 
single pictures to form composite images, and combine pic
tures from different metafiles to create new metafiles. Manual: 
Metafile Translator User's Guide (PVI). 

Graphics specialist Michele Lewis joined ACSS in 1982, while 
obtaining her computer science degree. She now works with 
the Software Applications and Tools Group as an Analyst Pro
grammer. Michele is an avid rock climber, downhill skier, 
volleyball player, and a member of the Minnesota Rovers 
outing club. Michele's rock climbing adventures have taken 
her to Yosemite National Park and Devil's Tower. 
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Data Base Management 
Packages 

Pete Oberg 
PJo@UMNACVX 

The VX system offers data base users several software 
packages for research and instructional computing. With 

this software you can control all operations dealing with the 
many data sets you've collected in your research and admini
stration activities. In essence, then, a data base management 
system is a collection of programs that create and manage your 
data base. 

The current data base packages on the VX system offer 
different methods for storing data depending upon the purpose 
of its use. The two methods are hierarchical and relational. 
Without getting too technical, I would describe the way the 
hierarchical approach stores data as similar to a file cabinet. 
The file drawer is the subject matter and the file folder in the 
drawer is a key to the associated information on the subject. 
This is considered a process where one item or record "owns" 
many other items or records (a one-to-many relationship). 
Once the hierarchical organization has been established, the 
schema or data dictionary does not permit frequent reorganiza
tion. 

The relational approach treats all your information as tables. 
Each table has rows and columns of data that can be treated 
independently or as a group. The organization is very flexible 
and is easily changed depending upon the goals of the research. 

Data Base Packages 

DAT ATRIEVE: Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) has 
created a report-writing tool that is an interactive language. It 
is a general-purpose package that can access data defmitions 
called view domains written in COBOL. Manuals: VAX 
Datatrieve Reference Manual (DEC). 

INGRES: Relational Technology, Inc. (RTl) has developed a 
relational data base structure based on the mathematical con
cept of a relation. Data is represented in rows and columns 
called domains. These structures are called tables and are 
manipulated through data manipulation language operations. 
Access INGRES data bases through the QUEL natural lan
guage, SQL (structured query language), the EQUEL pro
gramming language using Pascal, C, Fortran, or Cobol, or a 
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menu-driven forms facility for the non-programmer. lNG RES 
is used in scientific and business applications. Manuals: 
INGRES Reference Manual (Rm. 

INGRES is available on a number of systems (UNIX, IBM, 
PC's, etc.) permitting University users to exchange informa
tion with colleagues at other universities and to transfer the 
data easily. 

SIR: Scientific Informational Retrieval is a case-oriented data 
base management system that is hierarchically oriented, in 
which one record is said to own many other records in a top
down or tree structure. SIR can easily interface with both 
SPSSX, BMDP, and SAS statistical packages. It also provides 
report writing and table-generating routines. SIR is used in 
scientific and administrative applications. Manual: SIR Users 
Manual (SIR). 

For More Information 

For more information regarding data base management sys
tems in your research or organization, call the Data Base 
HELP-Line, Monday through Friday, 10 to 11 am, 626-1887. 
Manuals are available for the previous packages in the ACSS 
Computing Information Center, 128A Lind Hall. 
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Supervisor of the User Services Group, Pete Oberg began 
working with ACSS in 1980. Pete studied computer science 
at the University of Minnesota and has six years of experi
ence consulting and advising research and instructional 
computer users in data base applications and programming 
languages. When he is not consulting or supervising, Pete 
manages the office coffee co-op. Besides community volun
teer work, Pete likes hunting, fishing, and playing hockey. 
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Text Analysis on VX 

Tom Rindflesch 
TCR@UMNACVX 

T he VX system has anumberoftextanalysis programs that 
provide a comprehensive arsenal of tools to assist you in 

your research. Text analysis provides a powerful computa
tional technique for getting certain kinds of information about 
a text. Extracting this information typically involves counting 
words and letters and the creation of concordances and in
dexes. These techniques have been used in various kinds of 
research, including contested authorship studies and analysis 
of syntactic structure. 

Each program described below has an on-line document, 
which provides detailed information on how to use that pro
gram. The names of these WRITEUPs are listed in the on-line 
help entry: 

$ HELP TEXT ANALYSIS 

Text Analysis Programs 

GENCORD is a valuable general-purpose text analysis pack
age that creates concordances and indexes, and provides fre
quency distribution information for the letters and words 
contained in the text you're studying. It gives you control over 
many of its features, enabling you, for example, to specify that 
only certain words of the text are to be processed or that only 
part of the text should be analyzed. 

LTTRCNT counts letters in a text and tallies the frequency of 
occurrence of letters at the major positions in a word: initial, 
medial, and fmal. It gives you the absolute counts of each letter 
occurring in the text as well as various percentages. 

TEXT AL retrieves strings from a text that match patterns that 
you specify. It also allows you to associate tags with the words 
in the text. Tags are labels that associate specific information, 
such as part of speech, with particular words. The patterns you 
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want to retrieve can be stated in terms of words and parts of 
words as well as by referring to the tags you have associated 
with the words in the text. The output from TEXT AL is in 
concordance format, similar to that produced by GENCO RD. 

WRDST AT counts the words in a text and then calculates the 
total number of word tokens and types as well as the average 
length of the tokens and types. It also determines the number 
of words of each length occurring in the text. 
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Tom Rindflesch works with the Software Applications and 
Tools Group as the Special Projects Group Supervisor. He 
specializes in text analysis, liberal arts computing, and natural 
language processing. Tom has a master's degree in linguis
tics and is currently a Ph.D. candidate in linguistics doing his 
dissertation on linguistic algorithms for parsing natural lan
guage. 
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Math and Engineering Software 

Michael J. Frisch 
MJFRISCH@UMNACVX 

A CSS provides an extensive collection of internationally 
./'"\:known software tools for mathematics and engineering 
computing on the VAX. The libraries are all double precision 
and are compiled with the /G _FLOATING parameter of the 
Fortran compiler to get the best numerical results on the VAX. 
Programs that call routines from these libraries also need to use 
double precision and must be compiled with the 
/G_FLOATING parameter. 

All packages and libraries on the ACSS machines are well 
documented. Vendor manuals for these packages are available 
for reference in our Computing Information Center (CIC), 
128A Lind Hall (625-7397). The command HELP APPLI
CATIONS gives short help files for some of the VAX appli
cations packages. The command HELP LIBS gives details on 
using the LIBS command to access libraries on the VAX, and 
the command HELP LIBRARIES gives short help files for 
some of the ACSS Fortran libraries. 

Packages 

ANSYS is a fmite element package for academic use. It is 
documented in the two volumeANSYS User's Manual. 

LINDO solves small to medium-size linear, quadratic, integer 
and mixed integer programming problems under interactive 
control. The package is documented in the UNDO User's 
Manual. 

MACSYMA is a full-featured algebraic manipulation pack-

$ EDIT/READ ACSS$WRITEUP:REDUCE 

SPICE simulates the electrical performance of semiconduc
tor electronic circuits. The SPICE Manual documents the 
package. 

Libraries 

BESPACK is a library of routines for Bessel and Airy func
tions. For copies of the BESPACK documentation, contact 
theCIC. 

BSPLINE uses B-splines (piece-wise polynomial functions) 
to solve various interpolation and approximation problems. A 
Practical Guide to Splines, on reserve in the CIC, describes 
the library. 

EISPACK is an eigenvalue-eigenvector library. Documen
tation is available in two books, Matrix Eigensystem Rou
tines: EISPACK Guide; Matrix Eigensystem Routines: EIS
PACK Guide Extension. 

EPISODE, LSODE, and LSODI are libraries to solve initial 
value problems for stiff or nonstiff systems of first-order, 
ordinary differential equations. Their documentation is in the 
EPISODE User' sManual. Youcanseehelpfuldocumentson 
these libraries by typing these commands: 

$ EDIT/READ ACSS$WRITEUP:LSODE 

age for symbolic calculations. For documentation, use the and 
command: 

$ EDIT/READ ACSS$WRITEUP:MACSYMA 

MA TLAB is a matrix instructional package based on software 
from the UNPACK and EISPACK projects. (There is no 
documentation specifically about MA TLAB on VX.) 

REDUCE is another algebraic manipulation package for 
symbolic calculations. For documentation, use the command: 
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$ EDIT/READ ACSS$WRITEUP:LSODI 

GRG 2 is a comprehensive nonlinear programming library of 
subroutines to solve constrained nonlinear optimization prob
lems. For copies of the GRG2 User's Guide, contact the CIC. 

IMSL, the International Mathematics and Statistics Library, 
is the most comprehensive of our subprogram libraries, pro
viding routines for many purposes. You can get help with 
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ordering IMSL Edition 10 manuals and updates and also use 
reserve copies in the CIC. The calling sequence for IMSL 
routines is given by the command: 

$ :&:DIT/R&:AD ACSS$HRITEUP _: [LIBNDEX] DfSLlO 

LINPACK is a library of subprograms that analyze and solve 
various types of linear equations. UNPACK is documented in 
the UNPACK User's Guide. 

MINPACK is a library for solving problems that involve un
constrained minimization and nonlinear least squares. It is 
documented in the MIN PACK User's Guide. 

MINSLIB is a library for solving problems in linear program
ming, unconstrained optimization, and linearly and nonlin
early constrained optimization. Documentation is in the 
MINOS 5.0 User's Guide. 

PCGPAK solves sparse non-symmetric systems of equations 
by iterative methods. Documentation is in the PCGP AK 
User's Guide or use the command: 

$ EDIT/READ ACSS$WRITEUP:PCGPAK 

QUADPAK is a library for numerical integration (quadrature) 
of single defmite integrals. Documentation is in the book 
QUADPACK: A Subroutine Package for Automatic Integra
tion or use the command: 

$ :&:DIT/R&:AD ACSS$HRITEUP_: [QOADPAK]INDEX 

SPARSPK solves sparse symmetric positive definite systems 
of equations and sparse least squares problems by direct 
methods. Documentation is in the SPARSPAK: Waterloo 
Sparse Matrix Package User's Guide for SPARSPAK-A and 
SPARSPAK-B or use the command: 

ACSS 

$ EDIT/READ ACSS$WRITEUP:SPARSPK 

YSMPLIB, the Yale Sparse Matrix Library, solves sparse 
symmetric and non-symmetric systems of equations by direct 
methods. For copies of the YSMPLIB manuals, contact the 
CIC. 
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Michael Frisch manages the Software Applications and Tools 
Group, where his main interest is Fortran scientific libraries 
and packages. Mike began working for ACSS in 1964 as a 
student employee and has a master's degree in mathematics. 
In his spare time, Mike enjoys repairing things-not always 
successfully-and is an active volunteer. He is married and 
has two teen-age children. 
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Programming Languages and Environments 

Jim Miner 
JFM@UMNACVX, jfm@VX.ACSS.UMN.EDU 

T he VX system supports a variety of compilers and tools 
suitable for both instructional and production program

ming. Many of these are supplied by Digital Equipment 
Corporation (DEC) and are of very high quality. I briefly 
describe these languages and tools below. 

DEC's VAX/VMS line was designed with interlanguage 
compatibility as a goal. Programs in one language can usually 
call routines written in another language. There is a common 
run-time library, callable from most languages, including 
routines performing mathematical, conversion, string-han
dling, and me-access operations. Nearly all system service 
calls are available to higher-level languages. 

DEC also supplies a collection of integrated tools to support 
software development and maintenance. These are described 
below. 

For More Information 

Programming languages and tools are summarized in HELP 
LANGUAGES. In the following summary, a reference to the 
principal manual is listed for each language processor or tool. 
These manuals, and others, are available in the ACSS Comput
ing Information Center (CIC), 128A Lind Hall. 

Languages 

Ada: We have an excellent implementation of Ada that con
forms with the military standard. This high-quality compiler is 
supplied by DEC. Manual: VAX Ada Language Reference 
Manual (DEC). 

C: We have two C compilers, one from DEC, and one, GNU 
CC, from the Free Software Foundation (FSF). While the DEC 
compiler has stable and dependable support, the GNU com
piler supports languages features that aid in porting applica
tions from UNIX environments and will optionally verify that 
source flies conform to the proposed ANSI standard. There is 
no official standard yet for C. Manuals: VAX C Language 
Reference Manual (DEC) and, for GNU CC, GNUEMACS 
information files (FSF). 
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COBOL: The COBOL processor is supplied by DEC and 
implements a superset of the 1974 COBOL standard. Manual: 
VAX COBOL Language Reference Manual (DEC). 

Common Lisp: The processor implements the language as 
described by Guy Steele. It is quite powerful, and fast 
Furthermore, the XEROX P ARC Portable Common LOOPS 
package provides for object-oriented programming in the 
manner of the Common LISP Object System. Manual: VAX 
LISP/VMS, Volumes 1 through 3. 

FORTH: This processor supports an approximation to the 
FORTH-83language standard, lacking only an embedded as
sembler, and an integral block-editing facility. It is a portable 
implementation and not very fast. It has low support priority. 
Manual: The CFORTH Reference Manual (W. M. Bradley). 

Fortran 77: A very good implementation ofFortran-77 from 
DEC. Manual: Programming in VAX Fortran (DEC). 

Icon: We have Version 7.5, developed at the University of 
Arizona. Icon, a successor to SNOBOL, is a string and list 
processing language, has a C-like syntax, and is very useful in 
artificial intelligence applications because of its built-in facili
ties such as generators and coexpressions. The standard refer
ence describing the language is The Icon Programming Lan
guage by Ralph Griswold and Madge Griswold. 

OPSS: A production-system language for building expert sys
tems, from DEC. Manual: OPS5 Reference Manual (DEC). 

Pascal: This processor complies with the ISO and ANSI 
Pascal standards and is the best implementation of Pascal 
offered by ACSS. Manual: Programming in VAX Pascal 
(DEC). 

Prolog: Implemented by Quintus, the current principal Prolog 
on the VX system conforms closely to the Edinburgh syntax, 
the defacto standard. Other Prolog implementations may 
appear in the future. Manual: Quintus Prolog (Quintus). 
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Programming Tools 

BISON: The Yacc-superset parser-generator. Bison provides 
a powerful mechanism for the creation ofLALR parsers for use 
in non-commercial applications, producing C source code. 
Manual: The Bison Reference Manual (FSF). 

CDD: The VAX Common Data Dictionary (CDD) provides 
a single logical data dictionary facility for DATA TRIEVE, C, 
COBOL, MMS, Fortran, and Pascal. It supports all VAX 
DATA TRIEVE definitions (records, domains, tables, proce
dures, and graphic plots) and record defmititions that C, 
COBOL, Fortran, and Pascal programs can include at compile 
time. 

CMS: Code Management System. This tool provides a 
method of storing all code for a software project and tracking 
all changes to that code. CMS works with any ASCII file, 
including documentation, plans, specifications, reports, and 
source code, for purposes of monitoring changes in files to 
avoid conflict, conserving disk space, generating project activ
ity reports, and maintaining a history of library activity. 
Manual: VAX DEC!CMS Reference Manual (DEC). 

Debugger: The V AXNMS Debugger allows interactive 
manipulation and monitoring of a program's run-time activity 
from the terminal. Its user can control and trace a program's 
execution in an environment customizable to the user's imme
diate needs. This debugger can be used for source-level debug
ging of Ada, C, COBOL, Fortran, MACR0-32, and Pascal 
programs. Manual: VAX/VMS Debugger Reference Manual 
(DEC). 

DTM: DEC Test Manager. The DEC Test Manager performs 
"regression" testing of software modules, comparing there
sults of modified code to benchmark results, and is also capable 
of generating summary reports of test set runs. Manual: Guide 
to VAX DEC/Test Manager (DEC). 

FLEX: Flex is a time-efficient lexical analyzer generator, a 
UNIX lex subset, of general utility. Flex generates C code 
implementing finite state automata described in its input lan
guage. There is no manual; however, the UNIX lex documen
tation describes flex very well. 

ACSS 

GNUEMACS: A subset of GNUEMACS is implemented by 
MG, a much smaller editor which provides much of the func
tionality of GNUEMACS. Manual: The MG Reference 
Manual (various authors), and The GNUEMACS Reference 
Manual (FSF). 

LSE: The Language Sensitive Editor. LSE works with Ada, C, 
Fortran, Pascal, and Lisp, allowing the user to compile, review, 
and correct programs within one integrated environment, 
which may be customized to fit the needs of the user. Manual: 
VAX Language-sensitive Editor User's Guide (DEC). 

MMS: Module Management System. Similar in function to 
UNIX's 'make' utility, MMS automates and simplifies the 
building of software applications from correct source code by 
allowing its user to codify the system of operations required to 
perform this task. Manual: VAX DEC!MMS User's Guide 
(DEC). 

PCA: Performance and Coverage Analyzer. PCA helps its 
user to analyze run-time behavior of applications by pinpoint
ing performance problems such as execution bottlenecks and 
analyzing test coverage. By tracking test coverage, PCA helps 
the user to design tests that thoroughly exercise the application 
being monitored. Manual: Guide to VAX Performance and 
Coverage Analyzer (DEC). 

Revise: Revise is a source and text file maintenance tool, as is 
CMS, but Revise is quite similar to MODIFY and UPDATE 
on the CYBER CA (CDC NOS) system. Revise is also unique 
in that it will soon be supported on all ACSS central systems, 
and its text libraries are portable across computer systems. 
Manual: Revise Instruction Manual (ACSS). 
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SCA: The Source Code Analyzer. This tool is a multi-purpose 
cross-reference and static-analysis facility that may be used in 
conjunction with the Language Sensitive Editor to powerful 
effect. The Source Code Analyzer's static analysis capabilities 
include facilities to display routine-call relationships, and 
examine routine calls for consistency of argument count and 
data type. Manual: Guide to VAX Source Code Analyzer 
(DEC). 
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Artificial Intelligence Facilities 

Ron Zacharski 
RAZ@UMNACVX 

Researchers in artificial intelligence on VX have access to 
these two excellent programming languages: 

VAX Lisp 

VAX Lisp provides a very good environment for Common 
Lisp programming. This implementation includes the Com
mon Lisp Object System (an object-oriented extension to 
Common Lisp), a powerful user-extensible editor, an incre
mental compiler, and debugging aids (including break loop, 
debugger, stepper, and tracer). For further information, type 
HELP LISP on VX. 

Quintus Prolog 

This is considered one of the best versions ofProlog. This fast, 
efficient implementation features an EMACS editor (Unipress 
version), special functions to allow interfacing with existing 
programs written in other languages, such as C, and a compre
hensive debugging package for interactive debugging during 
program execution. Quintus offers a high degree of compati
bility with DEClO Prolog, Prolog-20, and CProlog. All the 
documentation (over 500 pages) is available on line. The 
Quintus Prolog Demonstration Library contains a range of 
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programs which both illustrate the usefulness of Prolog in 
general and point out features of the Quintus implementation. 
Type HELP PROLOG on VX for further information. 
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Ron Zacharski is a graduate student consultant in the Special 
Projects Group. He has been with ACSS since 1984 and spe
cializes in artificial intelligence and liberal arts computing. He 
is currently working on his Ph.D. dissertation in computer 
science on the generation of English sentence stress. Ron's 
research interests include computational linguistics and dis
course analysis. 
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VAX Electronic Mail 

Jerry Stearns 
JSTEARNS~UMNACVX 

For on-line infonnation about using MAIL, use the command: 

$ EDIT/READ ACSS$WRITEUP:MAIL 

To use VAX MAIL, the electronic mail utility on VX, all you 
have to do is log in to VX and type MAIL at the $ prompt. 
You'll find that VAX MAIL is friendly and easy to use. 

Sending Messages 

When you are ready to send a message, just type in the SEND 
command. MAIL will prompt you for your correspondent's 
electronic mail address. At this point, you can enter a user 
name, a BITNET or other network address, a list of addresses, 
or even the name of a file containing a list of addresses that you 
send to frequently. 

VX is connected to the University Internet, the national In
ternet, and the international BITNET network. From these two 
networks, there are many other "gateways" to other networks 
available. You don't have to know how these networks are 
connected, or even whether you're sending via BITNET or the 
Internet. All you have to do is provide the correct electronic 
mail "address" in the proper fonnat and the mailer on VX will 
direct the messages for you. 

Organizing Mail 

VAX MAIL helps you to organize the messages you receive by 
automatically creating three folders (storage files that contain 
messages) that separate new messages received but not yet 
read (in the folder called NEWMAIL) from old messages that 
you have read (in the MAIL folder) and from messages that you 
are about to discard (folder W ASTEBASKEn. 

You can also easily create as many new folders as you need to 
keep your saved messages organized. Separate them by topic, 
by the name of the sender, or by whether or not you have replied 
to them. There's even a SEARCH command that allows you 
to scan your messages looking for some of the infonnation 
listed above or for a particular key word or date. 

ACSS 

Once you have isolated a list of messages you wish to read, you 
can easily choose among them simply by using the message 
number, or by using a number of different commands for 
reading mail. You can use VMS' s EDT or EVE editors to edit 
messages you're receiving or sending and, once you have 
found and edited your message, you can, if you like, send it 
directly to one of ACSS's printers. 

Other Commands and Features 

A few commands allow you to personalize your mail process. 
Type SHOW ALL to see the current status of all the features 
you can SET for yourself. For example, you can create a 
subdirectory that will always keep your message files from 
cluttering up your main directories. The MAIL utility will 
create it and move all your mail files into it for you. You can 
also set a forwarding address if you have more than one user 
account on the VAX or other ACSS computers, and have all 
your mail delivered to one convenient place. You might use 
this feature if you are visiting another university, and have all 
your electronic mail delivered to an address on their computer. 
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For More Information 

If you want to know more about E-mail on VX, we offer a free 
short course on electronic mail every quarter; you can enroll at 
our Computing Infonnation Center (CIC), 128A Lind Hall. 
The course emphasizes VAX MAIL. The manuals for the 
MAIL utility are also available for reference in the CIC. 

For on-line infonnation on many of the networks that you can 
send mail to, use the command: 

$ EDIT/READ NET$DOCS:BITNET.GATES 

To see the list of BITNET nodes, do: 

$ EDIT/READ NET$DOCS:BITNET.LINKS 
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For more information on sending network mail, see the on-line 
help document HELP NETWORK_MAIL 
USER_INTERFACE. There is also a HELP utility within 
MAIL that provides useful information on MAIL commands. 

The on-line training package that introduces new users to the 
VMS system also contains a module on using MAIL. Most 
quarters, we also offer a short course on E-mail. (See the article 
in this issue on "Learning about VX" on training and documen
tation.) 

So now let's get out there and have some fun with VAX MAIL. 

With ACSS since 1977, Jerry Steams is a User Services 
Specialist with the Electronic Mail Services Group. He coor
dinates all of the ACSS short courses and teaches the VMS 
and electronic mail short courses. After hours, Jerry writes 
and performs radio theater for a local community station and 
is an avid reader of science fiction and American history. 
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Electronic Conferencing 
Software: VAX Notes 

Marisa Riviere 
MARISA@UMNACVX 

""\ JAX Notes is a conferencing facility from Digital Equip
V ment Corporation that runs on VMS operating systems. 

VAX Notes enables you to conduct and participate in on-line 
electronic conferences or meetings and to maintain or scan 
bulletin boards. 

This software is useful for any kind of communication that 
requires information to be organized by topics, distributed 
quickly and conveniently, shared by many people at different 
locations and times, and requiring a written record of the 
communication. Participants can take part in the conferences 
or discussions from the terminal at their desks, at any conven
ient time. 

VAX Notes can be a helpful tool for consulting forums, for 
brainstorming on the development of projects, or for team 
work on the preparation of research papers or other publica
tions. In the classroom, this software can be used for projects 
in which group participation is required, as in language 
courses, problem-solving labs, and group homework assign
ments, and for submitting assignments to instructors. 

VAX Notes has network capabilities among VMS systems that 
are connected through the University's DECNet protocol, so 
participants can communicate with one another even though 
they are in different departments, on different campuses, or 
using different VMS systems. 

VAX Notes documentation is available in DEC's Guide to 
VAX Notes or the on-line document VAX Notes on the file you 
can read by typing: 
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$ EDIT/READ ACSS$WRITEUP:VAXNOTES 

and the HELP facility within Notes. Additional tutoring 
information is also provided in the Sample Conference, in 
which the user is automatically enrolled the first time he/she 
uses the software. Use the NOTES command to begin VAX 
Notes. 
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New VAX Notes Conference: CONSULT 

Thomas E. Kovarik 

Many of our VAX users have found it convenient to send 
their consulting questions through electronic mail to the 

user name coNSULT. You can send electronic mail24 hours a 
day, seven days a week, and you will typically receive a reply 
the morning of the following workday. 

Some questions ACSS consultants receive are of interest to 
many other VAX VX users. Our consultants place some of 
these consulting questions and their answers in a VAX Notes 
conference called CONSULT. 

Any user can browse through the CONSULT conference in 
VAX Notes; we update this conference twice weekly. To 
access the CONSULT conference the first time, type in this 
NOTES command: 

ADD ENTRY CONSULT 

Then type: 

OPEN CONSULT 

If you want to comment on some topics in CONSULT, simply 
send electronic mail through VAX MAIL to the moderator, 
CONSULT; useful comments will be added to the conference. 

Our goal is a spirited and lively set of exchanges that explore 
VAX topics and help all of us learn and share knowledge. 

ACSS 

Your privacy as a user of VAX MAIL will be protected 
because we will not include your name, user name, or mail 
address in the conference. 
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Senior User Services Specialist Tom Kovarik has worked with 
the User Services Group for eight years and the UNIX Group 
for two years. He holds degrees in mathematics and computer 
science. Before joining ACSS in 1981, Tom worked for 
UNISYS Corporation in both the United States and Southeast 
Asia. He was one of the first western technology experts 
invited into the People's Republic of China as part of Deng 
Xiaoping's "Four Modernizations" program. As a UNISYS 
employee he lived in Hong Kong. 
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Network Utilities on VX 

Paul Fakler 
PWF@UMNACVX 

Lillian Bianchi 
LTB@UMNACVX 

"\ JX is directly connected to the University Internet, BIT
V NET, and the University DECnet. Thus VX is Internet 

host vx.acss.umn.edu, BITNET node UMNACVX, and 
DECnet node ACSSVX. This article describes utilities that 
enable you to communicate over these networks. (Jerry 
Steams discusses the MAll.. utility in a separate article in this 
issue.) 

Internet Utilities 

An internet is a large network created by joining two or more 
smaller networks. The University Internet connects many 
department local area networks through the campuswide 
computing network using the Internet family of products and 
also includes regional connections and connections to national 
and international networks. 

There are two primary Internet utilities available to users, FfP 
and TELNET. With FfP users can transfer files between VX 
and any Internet host. TELNET is a utility used for logging in 
to a remote Internet host-that is, on another computing 
system. Both FfP and TELNET require that you have an 
account and password on the remote machine. 

With the Internet, you establish a connection between the two 
hosts (VX and the remote host). If the remote host is down or 
the network connection to the remote host cannot be m'ade, 
then you cannot transmit a file to or log in to that host-a 
message will appear at your terminal and you must try again 
later. 

See the on-line documents HELP FfP and HELP TELNET 
for information on FfP and TELNET. A short description of 
each FfP command is also available from within FfP. To 
access this information, type? at the ftp> prompt, like so: 

ftp> ? 

With "anonymous" FfP, you can get many public files from 
the Internet. Anonymous FfP just means logging in with the 
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user name anonymous on the remote machine using any 
password. Unfortunately, there are no complete lists of what 
files are available using anonymous FfP. 

You can send electronic mail over the University Internet with 
the MAll.. utility on VX, described in the article "VAX 
Electronic Mail" in this issue. 

BITNET Utilities 

The utilities on BITNET are SEND and SEND/FILE, which 
are really separate commands. SEND will transmit an interac
tive message to another user on any BITNET node. SEND/ 
FILE will transmit a file to a user on a BITNET "node" 
(another computer on the BITNET network.). Neitherofthese 
commands require that the user know the password of the 
account on the remote BITNET node. BITNET files are 
transmitted from one node to another along the path to the 
destination node. See the on-line documents HELP SEND 
and HELP SEND FILE for information on how to use these 
commands. 

There are many remote file servers on BITNET, where you can 
access a great deal of on-line information. Information about 
most BITNET servers is listed in the file 
NET$DOCS:BITNET.SERVERS. See HELP BITNET 
SERVERS for information on how to use the servers. 

You can also send electronic mail over BITNET using the 
MAll.. utility on VX. 

DECnet Utilities 

The DECnet node ACSSVX, is an area routing node for the 
University DECnet network. Within a DECnet network, all 
Digital Equipment Corporation systems can communicate 
with each other. Most DCL file-handling commands permit 
you to access files to which you are authorized, on remote 
systems in the same way as files on your own system. Using 
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DCL commands, a user can also log in to another network node 
on which they have an account, copy files from node to node, 
and send electronic mail to and receive mail from a user on any 
other node in the DECnet network, by means of the MAIL 
utility. 

Paul Fakler obtained his bachelor's degree in computer science in 
1986 while he was an ACSS Student Systems Programmer. Today 
Paul is a Systems Programmer with the Networking Group. He spe
cializes in data communications protocols and software, electronic 
mail software, and the VMS and UNIX operating systems. In his spare 
time, Paul likes rock climbing, dancing, and playing golf, table tennis, 
and pool. 

ACSS 

For more information about DECnet, see these two DEC 
manuals: the Guide toDECnet VAX Networking and theDCL 
Dictionary Manual. Both are available for reference in our 
Computing Information Center (CIC), 128A Lind. 

Lillian Bianchi received her bachelor's degree from the University of 
Nebraska, concentrating in computer science, business, and commu
nications. Currently a Senior Systems Programmer with the Network
ing Group, Lillian has also worked with the Graphics Group and the 
VMS Systems Group since joining ACSS in 1984. 
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A Look at VMS for 
NOS Users 

Jim Miner 
JFM@UMNACVX, jfm@VX.ACSS.UMN.EDU 

An experienced user of the NOS operating system on our 
.ft CYBER CA will fmd many attractive features in VMS, 
along with a few limitations. This article summarizes some of 
these features and tries to give you an idea of what to expect 
when exploring VMS. 

As noted elsewhere in this issue, there are many sources of 
information about VMS and the ACSS VAX VX system. Note 
in particular that there is now an ACSS Brief describing VMS 
equivalents for NOS commands, which we think will help you 
learn VMS andconvertyourprocedures. I also recommend the 
WRITEUP accessible by using the following command: 

$ EDIT/READ ACSS$WRITEUP:WELCOME 

Files 

File handling in VMS is in some ways more sophisticated than 
in NOS. Areas in which VMS excels include the provision for 
accessing files on other VMS systems, hierarchical directories, 
longer file names, explicit file types, and multiple versions of 
the same file. On the other hand, VMS does not provide access 
counts, password protection on files, or an equivalentofNOS 's 
semi-private files. 

In VMS, the name and location of a file is described by a file 
specification. It has the following general form: 

node::device: [directory]name.type;version 

Usually most parts of a file specification are not specified, in 
which case the system defaults to appropriate values. The 
maximum size of a flle specification is 255 characters. 

The node part is used for files residing on other machines. 
Device indicates the disk volume on which the file resides
this corresponds roughly with pack names under NOS. Direc
tory is a path name through a hierarchical catalog of files. 
Name corresponds to the ordinary flle name in NOS, but in 
VMS it may be from 1 to 39 characters long and may contain 
several special characters. Type can also be a 1- to 39-
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character string; it is used to identify each file according to the 
kind of data it contains. For example, COM is the type used 
for command procedure files, and FOR is the type used for 
Fortran source programs. Finally, each file can exist in several 
different versions at the same time, each one having its own 
version number. 

VMS provides many of the file-access protection capabilities 
of NOS, and adds some of its own. Each file can be restricted 
from specific kinds of access (read, write, execute, and delete) 
for the owner, the owner's group, and for all other users. In 
addition, specific users and groups can be given their own 
permissions or restrictions using Access Control Lists 
(ACL)-similar to the effect of the PERMIT command in 
NOS. 

One difference appreciated by most VMS users is the absence 
of the concept of local file. All files in VMS are permanent until 
explicitly deleted, and there is no need in VMS for NOS 
commands such as ACQUIRE, which makes permanent files 
local, or RETAIN, which makes temporary files permanent. 

VMS provides a good variety of file formats and access 
methods, unified in the VMS Record Management System 
(RMS)-similar to NOS Record Manager. 

Command Language 

Most commands under VMS consist of a command name 
followed by zero or more parameters, possibly with 
interspersed qualifiers. The parameters are usually separated 
by spaces. Each qualifier usually starts with a slash character 
(/). Each command in a procedure is preceded by a dollar sign 
($). You do not need to type the dollar sign when entering 
commands interactively-the system supplies one as a 
prompt. Consider the interactive commands in Example 1. 

The COPY command has two parameters (A.TXT and 
B.TXT) and no qualifiers. The PRINT command has two 
command qualifiers (/CHAR ... and !NAME ... ) that tell how to 
print the flies and where to deliver the printed output; the two 
parameters A. TXT and C.TXT are files to be printed, and the 
parameter qualifier /DELETE causes A.TXT to be deleted 
after it is printed. 

Command names and qualifier names can usually be abbrevi
ated. For example, in the above PRINT command, the 
qualifier /CHAR is an abbreviation for /CHARACTERIS
TICS. The amount of abbreviation permitted depends on the 
command and the number of characters required to make a 
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Example 1: VMS Command Format 

$ COPY A.TXT B.TXT 
$ PRINT/CHAR=PSTD/NAME=BC-999 A.TXT/ DELETE, C.TXT 

I 

unique abbreviation. Usually qualifiers can be abbreviated to 
the first three or four characters and sometimes fewer. 

With the exception of text occurring inside quotes ("such as 
this"), VMS treats lower-case letters in commands as equiva
lent to their upper-case counterparts. 

Symbols and Logical Names 

Unlike NOS, VMS users do not create their own commands 
simply by making a specific file local. Instead, VMS provides 
a way to define a command name, actwilly called a symbol, to 
be equivalent to executing a particular file. For example, the 
command: 

$ ANALY'ZE DATA :- $US&:RE: [MYFILES]MYPa:lG.EXE 

defines the symbol ANAL YZE_DATA so that when you 
type it as a command: 

$ ANALYZE DATA 

the file USERE:[MYFILES]MYPROG.EXE is executed. 
Symbols can also be used to define synonyms or abbreviations 
for system commands. 

In addition to symbols, VMS provides logical names for 
defining new names or abbreviations for network, device, and 
directory specifications. 

Command Procedures 

VMS supports command procedure flies with capabilities 
similar to those of NOS. Major differences are in parameter 
processing and interactive procedures, where VMS is much 
less supportive, and in expressions, where VMS is more 
supportive. Basically, a command procedure is a text file of 
commands, each preceded by a dollar sign, one per line. A 
command procedure, such as DEFINITIONS.COM, is exe
cuted by the command: 

:; $ @DEFINITIONS 

1 
The at-sign(@) is the VMS procedure-call operator. 

ACSS 

When you log in, VMS automatically looks in your home 
directory for a command procedure file called LOGIN.COM 
and executes it before you are prompted for commands. 
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Batch Jobs 

In VMS, a batch job file looks just like a command procedure. 
The job is run with the SUBMIT command. An on-line 
document provides information on how to submit batch jobs. 
To read this type: 

$ EDIT/READ ACSS$WRITEUP:BATCH 

Character Set 

VMS supports the ASCII character set, thus permitting pro
grams and editors to use both upper- and lower-case letters 
easily, as well as additional special symbols. In contrast, NOS 
provides its best support for a character set with only 63 
characters, including no lower-case letters. 

Jim Miner joined the ACSS Programming Language Proces
sors and Environments Group in 1981. During the last 19 
years, he has worked on numerous software projects, includ
ing sophisticated analysis, simulation, data bases, graphics, 
compilers, and tools. Jim has participated in national and 
international programming language standardization commit
tees since 1978, and is coauthor of a book on Pascal. He and 
his domestic partner enjoy volunteer work, gardening, and 
housekeeping for their two cats. 
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Your VMS User Name: Its Privileges and Restrictions 

Marisa Riviere 
MARISA@UMNACVX 

A s a new VMS user you receive a user name, a password, 
1'"\.. and initial directives on how to log in to the system. 

Your VMS user name has privileges-and restrictions-that 
allow you to use the system, sharing its resources with other 
users. Your user name also has identification fields that protect 
your information or let you share your information selectively 
with other users. Other fields identify who you are (your real 
name), how much your jobs cost, etc. As a VMS user, it may 
be important for you to became familiar with the limits and 
privileges of your user name. 

Displaying Your Process 

You can display a list of some of the validations that belong to 
your user name by typing the following command: 

$ SHOW PROCESS/All 

In response, VMS will display information comparable to that 
shown in Example 1. 

We will briefly discuss the fields in this display that may be 
more relevant to you. 

User 

This field shows your user name. 

The VMS system identifies you by your user name, 
which means, for example, that electronic mail is sent 
to you under that name and that you receive your 
"phone calls"-through the VMS PHONE utility
under that name. When your friends and colleagues 
on VX type the SHOW USERS command to see who 
is logged in, you are identified by your user name if 
you are logged in at that time. Your user name serves 
as your "signature" on articles you write for elec
tronic conferences and mail you send to others. It is 
also the identifier to which another VX user grants 
file access when he or she wants to give you permis
sion to use a file. 
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VMS sees the users as individual entities or as 
members of groups. Members of the same group are 
able to share information in special ways and, in some 
cases, one or more members of the group are able to 
exercise special control over the other members. 

The first value of your User Identification Code 
(VIC) shows your group, the second repeats your user 
name. If your group identifier is of the form 
GROUPl, GROUP2, GROUPn, that means you are 
in a generic group used on VX for standard user 
names. 

Group associations serve many purposes. The two 
functions that you might be concerned with are: 

1) You can permit selected files to be accessed by all 
the members of your group. For information on 
sharing files, you can consult an on-line document by 
typing: 

$EDIT/READ ACSS$WRITEUP:PROTECTION 

2) If you are a member of any VX group other than 
GROUPl, GROUP2, etc., there may be one or more 
indi victuals in your group who have special privileges 
entitling them to act as group administrators. 

Priority 

This is the base priority at which your process runs in 
the system. Currently, almost all VMS users have the 
same base priority for interactive jobs and, therefore, 
have equal access to the computing resources of VX. 
Batch jobs run at a lower priority. 

Default File Specifications 

This is the working space in which you are located at 
the time you type the SHOW PROCESS command. 
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Quotas If you type the command SHOW PROCESS/ALL 
as soon as you log in to the system, it will show your 
default working space or root directory. Your root 
directory is the space reserved for your flies. As you 
move to other directories or subdirectories, your 
working directory will change, but your root direc
tory will remain the same as the logical name 
SYS$LOGIN. To see your root directory, type: 

The quotas define how much of each system resource 
your jobs can utilize in a session or in a combination 
of sessions running simultaneously. The quotas 
given to general users on VX are reasonably large, to 
enable you to use most of the software on VX. 

continued on page 102 
$ SHOW LOGICAL SYS$LOGIN 

Example 1 : Output from the SHOW PROCESS Command 

ACSS 

$ SHOW PROCESS /All 

15-MAY-1989 16:58:36.72 VTA1405 User: MARISA 
Pid: 00001CF9 Proc. name: MARISA UIC: [ACSS,MARISA) 
Priority: 4 Default file spec: USERB: [MARISA) 

Devices allocated: VTA1405: 

Process Quotas: 
Account name: YZE6081 
CPU limit: 00:00:00.00 Direct I/0 limit: 
Buffered I/0 byte count quota: 35904 Buffered I/0 limit: 

10 Open file quota: 
17060 Subprocess quota: 

64 AST limit: 

Timer queue entry quota: 
Paging file quota: 
Default page fault cluster: 
Enqueue quota: 
Max detached processes: 

Process privileges: 

200 Shared file limit: 
0 Max active jobs: 

GRPPRV may access group's files 
GRPNAM may insert in group logical name table 
TMPMBX may create temporary mailbox 
NETMBX may create network device 

Process rights identifiers: 
INTERACTIVE 
LOCAL 

INTERNAL 
SYS$NODE_VX 

101 

18 
50 
59 

8 
78 

0 
0 
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continued from page 101 

Process Privileges 

General users have two basic privileges (called 
TMPMBX and NETMBX, both identified in the 
SHOW PROCESS output in Example 1). These 
enable you to communicate with other VMS proc
esses and over networks and perform other useful 
tasks. Group administrators have additional privi
leges that are usually not available to the average user. 

Process Rights Identifiers 

There are several identifiers associated with your 
process. Some identifiers are static, established as 
part of your initial validation such as the INTERNAL, 
EXTERNAL, and INSTRUCfiONAL identifiers 
that define how charges are assigned to your account, 
or those identifying you as a member of a particular 
class of user. Other identifiers will change if your job 
is an interactive job, a batch job, or a network job. 

There are other quotas, protections and restrictions 
that apply to your user name but that do not show on 
the SHOW PROCESS command display. We will 
cover the most important: disk space, cost considera
tions, and utilization of some resources. 

Other Privileges and Restrictions 

Disk Use: As a user, you have a defined amount of disk space 
allowed for your flies. This space is adequate for most users, 
but you can contact the ACSS HELP-Line if you need more 
space. You are charged only for the file space you actually use. 

All of your flies are backed up daily. This is a security measure 
to protect your flies from disk malfunctions and provides a 
back-up if you inadvertently delete a file you need. If you need 
to reload a mistakenly deleted file, call the ACSS HELP-Line 
for assistance 

VX files that have not been used for three months are routinely 
archived and removed from users' directories. Archiving takes 
place at the end of each month. A system message usually 
appears before the archiving takes place, which giv~s you the 
option to retain those flies that you do not want archtved. You 
can use the RELOAD utility to RELOAD your files. 
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Low-cost and Batch Jobs: You can use the system during 
hours when the charges are lower rather than during peak usage 
times. (See the section on the last page of this issue, which lists 
our low-rate hours.) You can do this for interactive sessions by 
logging into the system during these hours or you can submit 
batch jobs to be run during these hours. A submitted job does 
not have to be more complex than a standard VMS procedure. 

An on-line WRITEUP provides information on how to submit 
batch jobs. To read this document, type the command: 

$ EDIT/READ ACSS$WRITEUP:BATCH 

Idle Terminals and I/0 Units: We believe that it is important 
for our system to evenly distribute other resources such as tapes 
and terminal ports. Thus, we have implemented features on 
VX to watch for idle terminals and tape units, and to return 
them to the system after a certain period of time. This lets 
others use resources that otherwise would be wasted. 

Terminal sessions are monitored by the WATCH program. 
Tapes are monitored by TWA TCH. Information about 
WATCH is available on theW ATCH WRITEUP, which you 
can read by typing: 

$ EDIT/READ ACSS$WRITEUP:WATCH 

Information about TWA TCH is available as part of the Tapes 
Management system from the Tapes entry in HELP and the 
on-line WRITEUP that you can read by typing the command: 

For more information about these topics, refer to our Welcome 
WRITEUP: 

$ EDIT/READ ACSS$WRITEUP:WELCOME 

Welcome also contains a list of the most frequently used VMS 
commands that are helpful for the new-and the not so new
user. 
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I Tape and Disk Management I 

Dave Nieters 
DAVEN@UMNACVX 

A locally written package that runs on the VX system helps 
1"'\. you manage your tapes and disks. With this package, 
you can keep track of your use of tapes and disks, permit use 
of tapes and disks to other users, and, if you have permission, 
mount their tapes and disks. 

Tapes 

Once you've entered a tape into the VX tape library, it's 
accessible to you through VX. As the owner of the tape, you 
may then permit the use of the tape to any other user. You may 
also set protections on the tape; for example, you may set a 
read-only protection on a tape to prevent an accidental over
writing of data that you've recorded on the tape. 

If you are the owner of a tape, or have another user's tape 
permitted to you, you can mount it on the VAX with the 
TAPES GET command. This command makes sure you have 
permission to mount the tape, allocates a tape drive, and tells 
the operator to mount the tape. The Mount Manager utility is 
in charge of taking users' requests, scheduling resource use, 
and accounting for mounts. 

The tape and disk management package keeps track of the total 
number of mounts for each tape, when the tape was mounted, 
on what device for the last two mounts, and when it is time for 

the tape to be cleaned. Owners may also make an on-line 
request for their tapes to be cleaned. 

The package provides security for your tapes. Only you and 
users to whom you have given appropriate permission can 
mount your tape. In addition, the tape's label is checked after 
the tape is mounted and before you or other users are allowed 
to use the tape. If the label doesn't match, the tape is unloaded 
and the user receives an error message. The package also 
ensures that tapes that are to be mounted for reading are not 
accidentally mounted only for writing by the operators and 
vice versa. 

Comment Strings 

Each tape and disk in the data base has a comment string. An 
owner can use this string of up to 30 characters to identify his 
or her tapes easily. 

Disks 

For users with disk storage needs, ACSS provides removable 
disk pack service. Each pack stores 205 megabytes of data. 
Once mounted, the disk is available to all users, as opposed to 
tapes which are available only to the process that mounted it 
The owner is responsible for protecting files on the disk. ACSS 
staff can help you initialize your disk and enable disk quotas for 
you. 

For More Information 

For on-line documentation use the commands, HELP 
TAPES, HELP DISKS, HELP RESERVE, and 

$ EDIT/RDD ACSS$NRITEUP: TAPES_ NlNAGii:MENT 

Call the Tape Librarian 

If you are already a VAX user and would like to add a tape to 
the library or purchase a removable disk pack, call the Tape 
Librarian at 626-1838. 

Applications Programmer Dave Nieters began working with 
ACSS as a Student Systems Software Programmer Trainee. 
He is a 1988 graduate of the University's Computer Science 
department and upon graduation joined the VMS Group. 
Dave's specialty areas include software engineering, Pascal, 
Macro, and the VMS operating system. 
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OF SPECIAL INTEREST 

I What Are MIPS, After All? 

Marisa Riviere 
MARISA@UMNACVX 

Stuart Stanley 
STUOO@UMNACXV 

S orne computer users are preoccupied with MIPS. If you 
are one of those people, we hope that this article will 

persuade you to place less emphasis on that magic number and, 
instead, direct your attention to improving the efficiency of 
your particular application. 

MIPS, which stands for Million Instructions Per Second, is a 
unit traditionally (and often tentatively) used to measure the 
speed of a central processing unit (CPU). Using MIPS to 
measure CPU speed is comparable to measuring the power of 
a car's engine by its top speed. Depending on the grade of the 
road and other factors, a car's top speed may vary anywhere 
from, say, 45 mph to 95 mph. In the same fashion, if the 
difficulty of a program instruction is "steep," the MIPs indica
tor will be lower, while "down-hill" instructions will make the 
machine appear to have more power. So, when you consider 
MIPS, it's important to consider other factors as well. 

To get a good idea of the MIPS ofVX or any other system, you 
have to evaluate MIPS on that system for specific instructions 
and data. If you are considering using VX (or other ACSS 
systems) for your project and you are concerned about costs 
and efficiency, contact our HELP-Line. At no cost to you, we 
can run representative jobs that will enable us to estimate the 
cost of running your project. 

A Set of Comparisons 

To illustrate the comparative value of MIPS as a measure of 
efficiency, we benchmarked a set of sample programs on two 
VMS systems. For the evaluations that we present here, we 
used a variety of programs that included large loops of do
nothing instructions (Naps) and more complex operations 
such as integer and floating point arithmetic. 

For one program we used variables that would always be in a 
register when it was accessed, which has the effect of speeding 
up operations. (Registers, which are tied very closely to the 
CPU itself, have a much faster access time for retrieving the 
information stored in them.) We also used a series of programs 
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that had to read the two values for the operation from memory 
each time the operation was done. This has the effect of 
slowing down operations because the processor must wait 
longer for the information to be retrieved from memory. 

In both series, we included programs to multiply, divide, or add 
two values. We tried to reduce the impact of the changing of 
processes that occurs in a multi-tasking system, but there was 
always a certain number of instructions executed that the 
timing programs were unaware of. The results, in Table 1, 
show that VX MIPS ranged from 0.4 to 16.73, depending on 
which set of instructions it was running. 

In the same table we included values obtained when we ran the 
same programs on a VAX Station 2000. Because of the FP A 
(Floating Point Accelerator) of VX, we could only have a valid 
comparison of the CPU powers for the integer operations. 
These values follow the guidelines provided by DEC. (DEC 
compares its systems using the VAX 11nso CPU as a unit A 
VAX 8650 is approximately 6.0 units, a VAX Station is 0.9 
units.) 

The comparisons are also affected by the fact that the jobs on 
the VAX Station were run in a dedicated system and on VX 
they were run in a time-sharing environment. 

The results in Table 1 demonstrate that absolute MIPS exist 
only in computer jargon. Evaluations for specific instructions, 
comparisons of CPU power, and, best of all, benchmarks for 
your particular applications are the only realistic measures of 
efficiency. The set of instructions that you work with are, after 
all, your own programs and applications. 

Here are some hints to help you improve the efficiency of your 
own jobs: 

104 

1) Keep data in a contiguous location to minimize 
paging. 

2) Take advantage oflow-rate hours to run your large 
jobs at a lower cost. 

continued on page 106 
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ACSS 

Table 1 : A Comparison of MIPS on Two VMS Systems 

Not memory intensive1
•
6 Memory intensive2•

6 

(All units in MIPS) (All units in MIPS) 
VAX 8650 VAX Station VAX 8650 VAX Station 

Nops3 16.73 4.42 (29.76) N/A 

Math Loops4 

Integer Addition 11.86 2.05 (13.74) 1.55 0.27 (1.81) 
Floating Point Additions 4.67 0.29 (1.94) 1.51 0.17 (1.14) 

Integer Multiplication7 2.01 0.22 (1.47) 1.35 0.15 (1.01) 
Floating Point Multiplication s 5.30 0.38 (2.55) 1.37 0.16 (1.07) 

Integer Division7 0.40 0.13 (0.87) 0.82 0.10 (0.67) 
Floating Point Division s 2.55 0.38 (2.55) 1.27 0.19 (1.2) 

Note: The figures in parentheses represent VAX Station values scaled to 8650 range by using the VAX CPU rating. 

2 

6 

7 

Tests that are not memory-intensive are designed to restrict the number of times the processor accesses 
memory during run time. This simulates a very well optimized loop. 

Memory intensive tests are designed to maximize the number of times the processor accesses memory during 
run time. This is used to simulate either array operations or a poorly optimized loop. 

The Nops (No operations) test case is contrived to demonstrate the maximum speed of the machine; no 
practical program would ever run this sequence of instructions. 

The math loops provide a breakdown of the speed of execution of a variety of arithmetic operations. The code 
used could be best simulated from Pascal by the following loops: 

FOR q := 1 TO 1000000000 DO 
a:= a(*) b; 

where(*) is the operation (addition, subtraction, multiplication, or division) and a and b are Pascal variables. 
In the memory intensive version, a and bare located in memory, while, in the optimized (non-memory in
tensive) version these variables would be attributed to hardware registers. 

The floating point accelerator (FP A) on VX makes comparison in these areas difficult. The FP A "turbo
charges" floating-point instructions, but does not affect other instructions. All floating point operations use 
a single-precision 32-bit word. 

All calculations for the VAX Station were run when there were no other users on the system, while the tests 
were run on VX using the batch queue so that they would not interfere with interactive users. This may have 
caused VX values to be lower than in normal interactive use. 

The discrepancy between the VAX Station and the 8650 in the ratio of integer division MIPs to integer 
multiplication MIPs is probably due to a difference in the hardware in the two machines. 
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OF SPECIAL INTEREST 

continued from page 105 

3) Benchmark your programs with sample tests. 

4) Break-point your program to isolate and time CPU 
intense areas. 

For bench-marking and break-pointing, tools for developing 
programs and improving perfonnance (such as the VAX 
Interactive Debugger and the Perfonnance Coverage Ana
lyzer) may be helpful. 

Fourth-year computer science student Stuart Stanley has 
been with the VMS Group since he began working with ACSS 
in 1985. He is a student System Software Programmer 
Trainee and works as a general VMS programmer, with an 
emphasis in VMS internals. Stuart has also developed com
puter programs for several commercial software companies. 
Besides computing, he enjoys running, karate, down-hill 
skiing, and Chinese cooking. 
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Tools for Instructional 
Administrators on VX 

Marisa Riviere 
MARISA@UMNACVX 

Alan Kaufman 
ALAN@UMNAVXV 

A CSS has developed a package of tools for the administra-
1"'\.. tion of instructional users on the VX system. The tools 
allow departmental and class administrators to: 

• modify passwords. 
• allocate ftl.e space. 
• monitor ftl.e space. 
• restrict CPU and connect time. 
• monitor the CPU and connect time used. 
• display infonnation on utilized CPU and connect time 

for each student at login time. 
• monitor a process on-line. 
• tenninate a process. 
• observe ftl.e contents. 
• handle end-of-the-quarter ftl.e clean-up. 
• create and control the login environment. 
• modify large numbers of student user names with a few 

instructions. 

These administrative tools are described in an on-line docu
ment that you can read by typing the command: 

$ :&:DIT /READ ACSS$WRITEtiP: INS'l'RUCTiotmL .ADMIN 

We invite your suggestions for further additions to the admin
istrative tools. If you need help to become familiar with this 
package, call us at (612) 626-5592. 
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Sorting Multi-Record Files with SPssx 

Bruce Center 
YZE602~UMNACVX 

The VMS SORT utility assumes that every record (i.e., 
.lline) on the file contains the sort keys. But it often happens 

that you want to sort a multi-record file, a file in which two or 

more lines make up a complete case for sorting. SPssx can be 
used as a convenient sorting utility for multi-line data . 

ACSS 

For instance, suppose we have the file ROVERS.DAT on VX: 

CROWLIN LEONARD Q 1305 MONTLEY AVE NO MINNEAPOLIS 55411 5875850 PM20740780353 
12141143231324423431444414312232332214323411424442442443333411331333423134432323 
HENNEPIN BILL 2558 PULHAM ROSEVILLE 55113 2287577 M69663651842 
11141433413413213111441111432411433344344144321344413121113213413414433242212111 
FALLER RAUL W 3190 8TH ST SE *C MINNEAPOLIS 55414 3307153 M49661050156 
33441334113311113211143333321123141212224134332111211314212432144222412443111214 
MACALASTER ETTRICK 1614 EMERSON AVE NO MINNEAPOLIS 55411 5227144A M20741631082 
11312322112311331213341142132334234432421442233344244441413111434113223412311443 
LEWIS MICHAEL 2042 N CHIP ROSEDALE 55113 4881584 PF10737220657 
22114444112414422234321321141422214144411112441113224342331314124114431331211134 

where the first record contains demographic information and the second record contains 80 questionnaire 
responses. Suppose we wish to sort this alphabetically within zip codes, which are displayed in boldface in the 
example above. Then we could prepare a file called, say, ROVERS.SPS containing these statements: 

DATA LIST FILE = 'ROVERS.DAT' RECORDS = 2 
/1 LINE1 (ABO) NAME 1-20 (A) ZIP 54-58 
/2 LINE2 (A80) 

SORT CASES BY ZIP NAME 
WRITE OUTFILE = 'ROVERS.SORTED' RECORDS = 2 

/1 LINE1 
/2 LINE2 

EXECUTE 

and type: 

$ SPSSX ROVERS.SPS 

SPSS• would sort ROVERS.DAT and put it in an output file called ROVERS.SORTED like so: 

HENNEPIN BILL 2558 PULHAM ROSEVILLE 55113 2287577 M69663651842 
11141433413413213111441111432411433344344144321344413121113213413414433242212111 
LEWIS MICHAEL 2042 N CHIP ROSEDALE 55113 4881584 PF10737220657 
22114444112414422234321321141422214144411112441113224342331314124114431331211134 
CROWLIN LEONARD Q 1305 MONTLEY AVE NO MINNEAPOLIS 55411 5875850 PM20740780353 
12141143231324423431444414312232332214323411424442442443333411331333423134432323 
MACALASTER ETTRICK 1614 EMERSON AVE NO MINNEAPOLIS 55411 5227144A 20741631082 
11312322112311331213341142132334234432421442233344244441413111434113223412311443 
FALLER RAUL W 3190 8TH ST SE *C MINNEAPOLIS 55414 3307153 M49661050156 
33441334113311113211143333321123141212224134332111211314212432144222412443111214 
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Similarly, had we wished to run a descending sort on the data in the last five columns of the second line, we could 
create a file containing these statements: 

DATA LIST FILE = 'ROVERS.DAT' RECORDS = 2 
/1 LINE1 (A80) 
/2 LINE2 (A80) STUFF 76-80 

SORT CASES BY STUFF (D) 
WRITE OUTFILE = 'ROVERS.SORTED' RECORDS = 2 

/1 LINE1 
/2 LINE2 

EXECUTE 

and obtain, in ROVERS.SORTED, the data sorted like this: 

CROWLIN LEONARD Q 1305 MONTLEY AVE NO MINNEAPOLIS 55411 5875850 PM20740780353 
12141143231324423431444414312232332214323411424442442443333411331333423134432323 
HENNEPIN BILL 2558 PULHAM ROSEVILLE 55113 2287577 M69663651842 
11141433413413213111441111432411433344344144321344413121113213413414433242212111 
MACALASTER ETTRICK 1614 EMERSON AVE NO MINNEAPOLIS 55411 5227144A M20741631082 
11312322112311331213341142132334234432421442233344244441413111434113223412311443 
FALLER RAUL W 3190 8TH ST SE *C MINNEAPOLIS 55414 3307153 M49661050156 
33441334113311113211143333321123141212224134332111211314212432144222412443111214 
LEWIS MICHAEL 2042 N CHIP ROSEDALE 55113 4881584 PF10737220657 
22114444112414422234321321141422214144411112441113224342331314124114431331211134 

In general, the form is: 

DATA LIST FILE = 'input file' RECORDS = n 
/1 LINE1 (Aw) sortvar cl-ck {(A)} sortvar cl-ck {(A)} 
/2 LINE2 (Aw) sortvar cl-ck { (A) } sortvar cl-ck { (A) } 

/n LINEn (Aw) sortvar cl-ck {(A)} sortvar cl-ck {(A)} ... 
SORT CASES BY sortvarl { (A) } sortvar2 { (A) } ... 

{ (D) } { (D) } 

WRITE OUTFILE = 'output file' RECORDS = n 
/1 LINE1 
/2 LINE2 

In LINEn 
EXECUTE 

in which: 

May, 1989 

n is the number of records in a case (i.e., 2 in our example). 
w is the maximum width of the line (i.e., 80). 
sortvar is a variable you wish to sort on (i.e., NAME, ZIP). 
cl-ck is the first and last column of that sort variable (i.e., 1-20 for NAME 
or 54-58 for ZIP). 
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Also on the SORT CASES command, (A) refers to an Ascending sort; (D) is a Descending sort. Ascending sorts 
are default. 

SPssx can also be used to combine cases into one line. For instance, a simple alphabetic sort with each case placed 
on one 160 column line would look like this: 

DATA LIST FILE = 'ROVERS.DAT' RECORDS = 2 
/1 LINE1 (ABO) NAME 1-20 (A) 
/2 LINE2 (ABO) 

SORT CASES BY NAME 
WRITE OUTFILE = 'ROVERS.SORTED' 

/1 LINE1 LINE2 
EXECUTE 

and produce a ROVERS.SORTED file with the two records in every case combined into one long record-a 
record too long to display on this page: 

CROWLIN LEONARD Q 1305 MONTLEY AVE NO MINNEAPOLIS 55411 5875850 PM2074078035312141143231324 
FALLER RAUL W 3190 8TH ST SE *C MINNEAPOLIS 55414 3307153 M4966105015633441133413311 
HENNEPIN BILL 
LEWIS MICHAEL 

2558 PULHAM 
2042 N CHIP 

ROSEVILLE 
ROSEDALE 

55113 2287577 M6966365184211141433413413 
55113 4881584 PF1073722065722114444112314 

MACALASTER ETTRICK 1614 EMERSON AVE NO MINNEAPOLIS 55411 5227144A M2074163108211312322112311 

It's simpler than I make it sound. (Things usually are.) If you have questions about sorting records in SPSSX, 
contact me at my BI1NET address above. 

ACSS 
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SPssx Data Entry Facility 
Now on VX 

Sharon A. Krmpotich 
SAK@UMNACVX 

On a trial basis, we have added the Data Entry feature to our 
newest version of SPssx on the VAX VX. SPssx Data 

Entry provide~ facilities for interactive data entry, data editing, 
and data cleanmg. For those of you who like the menu driven 
software, the addition of Data Entry on VX will be a welcome 
one. 

Data. ~ntry is a fully interactive, screen-oriented program 
conststmg of seven "branches" designed to help you success
fully read and write files, format data, edit and clean data, etc. 
Each branch has a menu that describes the use of its function 
keys. Unfortunately, the operations of these function keys 
change for each branch. (Never a dull moment with SPssx .) 

Some of the options made available to you by Data Entry are: 

Use either of two types of data entry, forms mode and 
spreadsheet mode. Spreadsheet mode looks like a 
standard row by column spreadsheet; data can be 
entered or corrected directly on the sheet. However, 
it is efficient only when you have fewer than 600 
variables. You will notice a significant delay in larger 
ftles. In this case, it's recommended that you switch 
to forms mode for better performance. You should 
use the Switch Data View function in the Data branch 
to switch between spreadsheet mode and forms 
mode. 

Create fully labeled SPSS portable files that can be 
imported directly into SPssx in other hardware envi
ronments, or ASCII ftles for communication with 
other software. Users familiar with the DATA LIST 
command will be disappointed to discover that vari
ables must be defmed and labeled one at a time with 
Data Entry; the TO syntax for specifying ranges is not 
allowed. It is easier to first create your data dictionary 
with SPSSX, then go into Data Entry to add the data. 

Define up to 10,000 variables in one ftle. However, 
as the number of variables grows larger, Data Entry 
takes longer to read in the file. It's recommended that 
large files (approximately 1500+ variables) be split 
into smaller files to improve overall performance. 
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Although there is no restriction on the number of 
cases allowed, a ~tle exceeding 8,000 disk blocks may 
take a very long bme to save to disk. Again, perform
ance will be improved if you split the file into smaller 
parts. Use the "Copy Dictionary" function in the Files 
branch to create multiple data ftles. 

Set u~ data ranges and logical rules for checking and 
cleanmg your data. Data Entry also allows you to skip 
around among variables and determine the values of 
some variables based on others. 

Modify the data dictionary (i.e., FORMAT, V AR 
and VAL~ LABELS) of existing system files, in a 
screen-onented format 

The documentation for Data Entry consists of an on-line help 
facility within the program and a new manual called SPssx 
Data Entry for VAX/VMS. The manual is available for refer
ence in the Computing Information Center (CIC) 128A Lind 
Hall. ' 

Data Entry has two access methods on VX. Call SPSSx by 
typing: 

$ SPSSX32 

and when SPssx prompts you for input, you respond by typing: 

SPSS-X> data entry. 

At that point the main menu will appear on your screen. 

You can also access Data Entry directly from VMS (without 
going into SPSSx) by typing: 

$ SPSSDE 

If you plan to try Data Entry, I would suggest picking up a copy 
of the manual first. The manual includes tutorials that will be 
helpful in getting you started with this menu-driven facility. 

Please let us know if you like Data Entry. We have Data Entry 
on a trial basis only, and we will keep it only if there is 
sufficient user demand. You should send mail to 
sAK@UMNACVX or BAc@UMNACVX to give us your request to 
keep Data Entry available. If you have problems using Data 
Entry, call the Statistics HELP-Line at 626-1887 Monday 
through Friday, 1 to 3 pm. We'll try to help. 
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SHORT COURSES 

Spring Quarter 1989 

CENTRAL SYSTEMS COURSES 

Central Systems courses are free. To register call 625-7397. 
Some classes have size limitations: Register early. 

Using SAS (Statistical Analysis System) 
Advanced UNIX Seminar-The C-Shell 
Advanced UNIX Seminar-The Bourne-Shell 

Elective Courses 

May 15-19 
May25 
June 1 

MWF 
Th 
Th 

MICROCOMPUTER COURSES 

IBM and Compatible Courses 

Limited to 10 people. 
FEES: 1) U ofMN students, 2) U staff/faculty, 3) Non-University persons. 

2:15-4:00 pm 
2:15-5:00 pm 
2:15-5:00 pm 

·l·. Introduction to Micros-OOS 
Section 3 

(1) (2) (3) 

May 17-19 WThF 10:00-noon $40,$50,$80 
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Orientation for IBM Campus Network Users 
Section 3 May 11 
Section 4 May 22 

Th 
M 

3:00-4:00 pm 
9:00-10:00 am 

Free 
Free 

Mastery of Introduction to Microcomputers-DOS, or equivalent knowledge, 
is required for the IBM courses listed below. 

(1) (2) (3) 
Managing Your Hard Disk May 30-June 1 TTh 1:30-4:00 pm $40,$50,$80 

Beginning Lotus 1-2-3 
Section 2 May 15-17 MW 1:30-4:00 pm $40,$50,$80 

Intermediate Lotus 1-2-3 May 31-June 2 WF 2:00-4:00 pm $40,$50,$80 
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Introduction to Excel 
for PC/MS-OOS Computers May 23-25 Tfh 1:30-4:00 pm $40,$50,$80 

Introduction to WordPerfect 5.0 
Section 3 May 31-June 2 WF 9:30-noon $35,$45,$80* 

*Introduction to WordPerfect, A ComputerPREP, Inc. WordPerfect 5.0 Training Guide, is required for this class. You must 
buy this $15.98 workbook at the Minnesota Book Center Electronics Desk before you come to class. 

Macintosh Courses 

Hands-on. Limited to 10 

Macintosh Fundamentals 
Section 4 
Section 5 

May 12 
May 19 

Orientation for Macintosh Campus Network Users 
Section 3 May 15 

F 
F 

M 

9:00-10:30 am 
1:30-3:00 pm 

9:00-10:00 am 

Mastery of Macintosh Fundamentals, or equivalent knowledge, 
is required for the courses listed below. 

Introduction to MS Word for the Macintosh 
Section4 May 16-18 Tfh 1:30-4:00 pm 

Intermediate MS Word for the Macintosh 
Section 2 May 25-26 ThF 9:30-noon 

Using Hyper Card 
Section 3 May 23-24 TW 9:30-noon 

Intermediate HyperTalk May 10-12 WF 1:30-3:30 pm 

Mathematica May 30-J une 1 Tfh 10:00-noon 

May, 1989 112 

(1) (2) (3) 

$10,$10,$10 
$10,$10,$10 

Free 

(1) (2) (3) 

$35,$45,$85 

$35,$45,$85 

$35,$45,$85 

$35,$45,$85 

$35,$45,$85 
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SHORT COURSES 

SHORT COURSE INFORMATION 

Prerequisites: Please note any prerequisites for the class you 
are interested in. Instructors will not be able to review any 
prerequisite infonnation. If you have not used a Macintosh 
before, you must attend a session of Macintosh Fundamentals 
before taking any other Macintosh classes. For more infonna
tion on prerequisites, call the Computing Infonnation Center at 
625-7397. 

Limits: All microcomputer classes and some central systems 
classes have limits to class size. Please try to register early to 
be sure of getting a place. If you decide to cancel from a class, 
please do so as soon as possible, so that we can make the space 
available to others. 

Registration: Registration is located at ACSS's Computing 
Infonnation Center, 128A Lind Hall. (Hours: 8:00am to 4:30 

pm, Monday through Friday.) Fees must accompany registra
tion. Mail registrations will be accepted. Deadline for regis
tering is 4:00 pm on the last working day before the class 
begins. Please call and give us your name if you plan to attend 
a free class; also call to cancel if you later decide not to attend, 
so we know how many to expect. For registration infonnation, 
call 625-7397. 

Fees: Fees following microcomputer courses are for 1) Uni
versity students, 2) U faculty and staff, and 3) non-University 
persons. Course fees may be paid by check, or include a signed 
University journal voucher with registration infonnation. (No 
cash, please.) Fees must accompany registration. No refund 
will be made if you cancel within 48 hours of the beginning of 
the class. 

SHORT COURSE POLICY 

Each quarter ACSS offers a large number of free computer 
short courses for the University community. Although these 
are usually introductory courses, the instructors spend a good 
deal of time preparing for them. We ask people to register for 
these classes by phone, mail, or in person, so instructors know 
how many people to expect. 

ACSS avoids overbooking classes so that instructors and class 
participants are not inconvenienced. When registration for a 
class reaches classroom capacity, we keep a waiting list of 

ACSS 

those wanting to attend. We always have waiting lists. If you 
do not show up for a class, or fail to cancel, you are depriving 
those who wish to attend. 

Please be considerate. Think of those staff who organize and 
teach ACSS short courses. And, in particular, think of those 
users who are on our waiting list. If you aren't able to attend 
a class, a simple phone call (625-7397) will enable us to contact 
someone who can. 

Note: Monday, May 29 is a University holiday. No classes 
will be held. 
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CLASSIFIEDS HOLIDAY HOURS 

Conventions 

Throughout this and other ACSS publications, we use these conventions: 

Messages and prompts from the ACSS computers appear in plain type, like this. 

Words that the computer systems replace with a specific name, value, or other information appear in 
italic type, like this. 

Commands you type at your terminal keyboard appear in bold face type, like this. 

Words that must be replaced by a specific name, value, or command that you type in appear in bold 
italic type, like this. 

Comments to interactive sessions and program files are enclosed in { curly braces, like this } . 

Here's an example: 

save, filename 

is a command you type in. You type save and replace filename with the name of your file. The system 
may respond with the message 

filename ALREADY PERMANENT { An example of a system message. } 

where filename will be replaced by the name of the file you attempted to save. 

The symbol <CR> refers to the carriage return (or RETURN) key on the terminal. The <CR> serves 
as a terminator for commands you type at your terminal. In most cases we do not show <CR>; we 
assume you know to type it after every command. 

For Sale 

Lesa von Munkwitz-Smith 

Buffer for Imagewriter to Apple II. 32K memory option. 
$100 or best offer. Call Sara, Lois, or Paul at 831-1171. 

May,1989 

Holiday Hours for May 

Arvid Vangsness 

Observing Memorial Day, ACSS will run its systems in 
unattended mode on Monday, May 29, from 2:45am until6 
pm. 
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PHONES/HOURS/LABS 

ACSS PHONE NUMBERS PUBLIC LABS 
Administrative Office: 626-1600 TWIN CITIES CAMPUS 

HELP-Line 626-5592 Central System Interactive Micro 

Access: 
Printing 

East Bank 
ACSS systems (CA, NV, UX, VX) 626-1630 

ApH204 Closed for remodeling 
LUMINA 626-2206 

Arch 148 X 
Accounts: CenH X 

CYBER CA, CYBER NV, ENCORE, VAX 625-1511 
ComH X 

Computer Hours (recorded message) 626-1819 
DiehlH 207, 270 2 X X 

Computing Information Center 625-7397 
EddyH Annex 54 X 

Contract Services 625-2303 
EltH 121 1 X X 

East Bank l/0, 128B Lind Hall 625-5082 
FolH 14, 14a 2 X X 

Engineering Services 625-1595 
FronH X 

Equipment Maintenance/Repair 625-1595 
LindHl X 

Graphics Software 626-5592 
LindH26 Closed for remodeling 

Information, Lauderdale 626-1600 
LindH 128B 2 X 

Lauderdale Computer Room 626-0550 
LindH306B X 

Lauderdale Services 626-1838 
MasCanCtr M39 X 

LUMINA 626-2206 
MechE308 1 X 

LUMINA Consultant 626-2272 
MoosT 8-425 X 

Magnetic Tape Librarian 626-1838 
Nich 109 X 

Math and Engineering Packages 625-5830 
Phys 130 2 X X 

Microcomputer HelpLine 626-4276 
PioH X 

Newsletter Subscription 625-7397 
SanH X 

Permanent File Restoration 626-0595 
TerrH X 

Project Assist 626-1090 
VinH203 X 

Public Labs (Managed by ACSS) 
WaLib9 2 X X 

170 Anderson Hall 624-6526 
140 Blegen Hall 624-5278 

West Bank 
135 Classroom Office Bldg. 624-9226 

AndH 170 2 X 
121 Elliott Hall 624-0866 

BlegH 140 X 
14 Folwell Hall 625-4896 
306B Lind Hall 625-9032 

MdbH X 

B20MWL 626-2205 
OMWLB2 X 

130 Physics 625-6820 
St. Paul 

9 Walter Library 626-1899 
BaH X 

Lab Manager (14 Folwell Hall) 625-7850 
CentLibB40 1 X 

Publications Information 626-1093 
CentLibB50 X 

Short Course Registration 625-7397 
ClaOff 135 X 

Shuttle Bus Service 625-9525 
McNH 69 2 X 

System Status (recorded message) 626-1819 
Vet436 X 

West Bank Computing Services 624-0877 

For the phone numbers of consulting services, see the Help Page. 1 -Impact line printers. 
2- Laser printers. 

SYSTEM OPERATING HOURS 
The CYBER CA, the CYBER NV, the ENCORE UX, and the VAX 
VX systems run continuously from 6 pm Sunday until 6 am the 
following Sunday. 

The systems are in unattended production mode each night from 2:45 
am until6 am. It is unlikely that any tape requests or printing will be 

ACSS 

processed during these hours. Normal operations resume at 6 am each 
day except Sunday. 

On the first and third Fridays of each month from 5 am to 7 am the 
CYBER CA and NV systems are unavailable. Low rates hours are 
from 8 pm to 8 am Monday through Friday, and all operating hours on 
Saturday and Sunday. 
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Need help in learning 

ACSS systems, 
software, 

or services? 

ACSS documentation has the answers. 

Manuals available at 

Minnesota Book Center 
H. D. Smith Book Store 
Student Bookstore 

)\£:55 ~E~SLETTER 

Academic 
Computing 
Services and 
Systems 

Technical Publications 
1 00 Lauderdale CF 
University of Minnesota 
2520 Broadway Drive 
Lauderdale, Minnesota 55113 

Deliver to current occupant. 

Briefs available at 

ACSS Computing Information Center 
128A Lind Hall--625-7397 
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